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.ABSTRACT 
.. 
The dissolution of th·e phosphide phase in the ternary Fe-Ni-P 
system (at low. nickel and phosph-orus co_ntents) has been studied opti-
cally and by electron microprobe analysis. Alloys containing phosphide 
precipitates initially in ·equilibrium with their ex matrix at 750°C,. or· 
y matrix at 875°C, were heated -to 975°C for short times so that partial 
II: dissolution of the phosphides occurred. Concentration vs. distance 
' 
. profiles were measured with an electron microprobe, and the dissolution 
paths were mapp.ed onto the ternary isotherm. 
To further study the dissolution process, diffusion cou_ples of end 
member compositions similar to the phosphides and their a (or y) matrix 
at 750°C (or 875°C) were made. These cquples were heat treated at 
9.75°C for long times. Dissolution of the phosphide phase occurred by 
movement of a planar interface, so interface movements and diffusion 
. ., 
coefficients were obtained from the couples, .in addition to the disso-
lution paths on the ternary isotherm. Finally, the major diffusion 
coefficient for nickel in the phosphide p~ase was obtained from a 
'-diffusion couple of two_phosphides with different nickel compositions. 
The exact, closed-form solution for dissolution of a phase in a 
binary system was __ applied.to the phosphide dissolution case_ in the 
ternary Fe-Ni-P system. The solution was· solved separately .for the 
. ~ 
1 
... 
.• 
- ,.:...... "":. }.L:.: . 
.. 
\ 
_, 
-I 
l 
l 
l 
i 
f 
···-··""·'·'·· .:;:.]•-:,,,, ·, 
. 1.; ,: 
two solute elements nickel and phosphorus, using the major diffusion 
, . i'~· 
coefficients D~rNi and D~~ detennined in this study. The phosphorus 
. 
qnd ni eke l concentration profiles can be treated independently becau·se 
, 
the cross coefficients are negl igfble, i.e., D~rp ·~ D~~i ~ O •. From 
· compar,ng the sofutions to the experimental results, it was learned 
that the location of the di sso l uti on path in the two-p·has e a + phos - · 
phide or Y + phosphide region can be predicted on the basis 6f kinetics. 
Although phosphorus diffuses significantly faster than nickel, the 
dissolution path across the two-phase region occurs in such a place 
that the boundary condi t·i ons for ni eke l result in an interface movement f 
which is equal to the interface movement required by phosphorus. 
Therefore, .the kinetics of phosphide dissolution can be predicted using 
the exact, closed-form solution, with either the phosphorus or nickel 
initial and boundary··conditions, and the appropriate ternary·diffusion 
toefficients at an average composition in the composition range being 
considered. 
..: 
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INTRODUCTION 
,) 0 
,;:,si .. . Meteorites are genera,lly as,s.umed to be fra~r~nts of,~.r.e,;existing . 
.. . "parent bodies. 11 However, one of th·e problems which persists after 
more than a century of meteoritic research is the de.termination of the 
., __ -number, location, and structure of these parent bodies_. 1 In addition 
.:. to the normal complicatfng factors which µ·res.ently make this determi-
nation difficult, there are several heat treatment processes to which 
meteorites may be subjected during the interval between their original 
formation, and their final laboratory study. 2 These heat treatments 
not only alter the original, slowly-cooled structure of meteorites, 
but change it to different extents from one meteorite to another. 
An important group of meteorites are the iron meteorites, which 
are iron-base alloys containing nickel (5-30 wt.%), phosphorus (0.02-3 
wt.%)~ and small amounts of cobalt, carbon~ and sulfur. 3 Aside from 
the WidmanstMtten pattern, one of the most striking features on the 
prepared surface of the iron meteorites is a phosphide mineral {FeNi)3P, 
I 
called schreibersite. 4 In "unaltered" meteorites the schreibersite, as 
well as .the entire microstructure, is consistent with a' history of very 
slow cooling (on the order of l-10°C/106 years) from the melt down to a 
temperature of about 300°C. 1 
On the other hand, phosphides in "altered" meteorites show signs . 
.. 
of reheating. Nickel and phosphorus· dissolution gradients are present 
'. 
_3;_ 
., 
' ~· 
1 
i 
I 
,. . 
. , . 
I I .. 
' 
C 
. '\ 
.,.,, 
• 
... ::3, 
~-
!_ 
. . . 
' 
.. 
. ' 
· adjacent to phosphides which have been partly taken into solid solu-' 
;- . ' . 
tion, and subsequently cooled in a cycle of heat treatment. 5 The 
Fe-Ni-P phase diagram indicates that heating·below about 1000°C would 
cause progressive'dissolution of.phosphides, without remelting. 2 
~ /) ' j 
' Al thou1gh some. meteorites h-a ve had thermal · and mechanical damage 
( 
~ . 
... . ., .. -~ 
. . 
during their residence on earth, a satisfactory distinction can usually · 
be made between pre-terrestrial damage and damage during earth resi-
dence.6 It is the cause of this pre-terrestrial damage which is of 
great interest. Careful study of reheated phosphides should lend some· 
insight into this problem, and hopefully the whole problem·of meteor-
itic p~rent bodies and origin. 
The purpose of this study is to detennine the kinetics.of phos-
phide dissolution in situations approaching the meteoritic case. 
Ternary Fe-Ni-P alloys, with low phosphorus _and ni.ckel contents, will 
be used ·to study the process. Two ep.proaches wi 11 be taken: l) 
Equilibrium phosphide precipitates grown at a low temperature, 750°C, 
will;be reheated to 975°C for short times, so that partial dissolution 
of the phosphides occurs. 2) Diffusion couples will be heat treated 
at 975°C to further study the dissolut·ion process without the inter-
: -' ' ' . , 
... ference ·of overlapping diffusion gradients. A comparison will be· made 
' 
between the two techniques, and agreement of the results will be 
checked. 
.. 
Finally, a by-product of this thesis will be the compositional 
dependence of seVeral phosphorus and nickel diffusion coefficients in 
l 
the a, y, and phosphide phases • 
'S. , .• 
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BACKGROUND 
.( 
·A. DI FFUSlON .. :;if -~ ... Cl .. ,· ',. 
--s 
Any real understanding of dissolution in a diffusion-controlled 
process must be based on a knowledge of diffusion. Of particu·lar 
interest is diffusion in substitutional solid solutions, which is de-
scribed by differential e.quations. 7 This topic will be discussed, as 
well as ternary diffusion theory.· More detailed-surveys of the sub-
jects discussed are found in the literature. 7 - 14 
Lattice Diffusion.:!.!!_ Binary Systems: If an inhomogeneous single-phase 
alloy is annealed, matter will flow in the direction which will de-
crease the concentration gradients. For a binary system, an equation· 
which describes the flux of a component A in such a case is Fick's 
first law: 7 
·, '¢7 
'i :· ,, ) 
(. 
ax 
,. 
-where JA is the flux of A in the x direction, Dis the diffusion co-
-,- efficient, and (aCA/ax) is the concentration gradient of component ·A in 
· the x direction. This ~quation also fits the empirical fact that the 
flux goes to zero as the alloy becomes homogeneous. 7 · 
. l 
.1, -5-
'}.: 
. ,,. -:' '-·. 
.. 
) 
\' 
' 
' i 
. I 
..... ,. -~~·-·-~-,. 
! 
·-' 
l 
:! 
1 · J 
l 
., 
:: .. ; 
-6-
In practically all cases of metallurgical diffusto.n, however,. 
steady state does not exist. This means that the concentration at-most 
.. 
points is changing with time. Although Fick's first law is still 
valid, it is more desirable to know the concentration as a function of 
t r ;_• 
' 
__ ; ,:~.'} ',I .,; • .... }" 
distance and time. 
• ' a , , ', 
By using Fick's first law, and a mass balance, a· 
more useful equation can be derived. This equation is known as Fick's 
second 1 aw: 7 
a-CA a acA 
"' (2) - D -
at ax ax 
The diffusion coefficient in equations (1) and (2) is known to 
vary with both temperature and composition. The temperature dependence 
tends to follow an empirical activation law, 7 so that: 
D = D0 exp{- !) (3) 
,• 
where D0 is the frequency factor, Q is the activation en~rgy, R is the 
universal gas constant, and Tis the absolute temperature. Both the 
frequency factor and activation energy are independent of temperature. 
Figure l shows an example of -the temperature dependence of diffusion 
coefficients for three binary Fe-P alloys. 15 The values of D0 and Q 
I 
are indicated in the figure. 
· Also shown in Figure l is the self-diffusion .coefficient of phos-
phorus in iron, o;Fe. 16 The self-diffusion coefficient, D~j' is the 
coeffi:cient in Fick 1 s laws when diffusion of the ith species takes 
· place in a crystal of constant composition j and no chemical potential 
. gra.di ent of any components. 7 . The self-diffusion coefficient can ·be 
. , 
' . 
. ..... 
J. 
.. 
,·- .1·. 
r 
i.< 
J 
'· 
··-
' 
, ' 
I 
I 
.-7-' 
·-~ 
,o-1 ............................................ ~--...... --............................... ~ ..... ....... 
-8 
10 ----
-10 
10 
900°C 
G 
-
D = o,~319 exp-{ 4~ ~o) 
(2.20 °/o P) 
-0 = 0 290 '-(47,350)' ' 
. • exp RT 
(2.00 °/o P) 
" 0 ~ 0.263 exp-(4~;50) 
( 1.95 o/o P) 
D• Ft = 7 IX 10-3 -(401000) P . exp RT 
(GRUZIN 8a MINAL, 1963) 
\ .: #Ill« 
• 
0catom % P) 
10-11 ______ ....__ ...... _ ........................... _...__..._...._ ..... _,.... 
7.0 7.5 8.0 ·8.5 9.0 9.5 
I/ T X 10 4 (° K~1) 
··-;- • ·Ji:·:·~·-, .. 
' 
. ' Figure 1 •. Temperature and composi-tional dependence of the binary Fe-P diffusion coefficient. 15 . , 
• 
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-
determined with the use of radioactive isotopes. In experiments of 
this type, the ~table and radioactive isotopes are assumed to be chemi-
cally identical.~ 
The compositio~al dependence of diffusion coefficients is not 
' 
. ~ 
· -rquitt as simple as the temperature dependence. Since the diffusion . ,. 
,'~- .~.v~·t.,+,,,. 
coefficient is a function of composition, it changes wi.th position in 
the materi a 1 in the presence ,of a concentration gradient. 7 Therefore, 
Fick 1s second law can be expanded ·to: 
' ' . ' 
- a2c acA ao acA 
- A 
-
·- + D (4) -
at ax ax ax 
and since: 
.''V· 
-HD ao acA 
- (5) - · 
ax acA ax 
Fi ck I s second 1 aw becomes: 
.. 
- 2 a2c acA ao ac -A - . A (6) - + D -
at acA ax a·x 
The term aD/aCA makes equation (6) inhomogeneous. Therefore, a 
closed-form solution becomes impossible for most cases.' However, the 
.solution fbr 5 as a function- of composition is possible with the method 
devised by Matano. 7 This method is based on -Boltzmann 1s transformation 
., 
of Fick 1s second law. Using the Boltzmann-Matano method, the diffusion 
-, coef·f·icient at a composition C0 can be obtained from the graphical 
.- _i.nteg,ration and differentiation of C(x), using the equat·ion: 7 . . ' ! . 
-~ 
. 
:~ 
I 
I 
l 
I 
€ 
-9- -- . :----
Co ~: 
..., l {dx) . D . - xdC --
- 2f dC C=Co C=C0 C' a -1.·-
\ ,J 
where t is ~the -time of the diffusion experiment and d-x/ d·c-fs'~ the i n-, .. 'I~) 
vers~ pf ~he slope at C0 on a concentration vs. distance plot. The 
integral term represents the area which must be graphically integrat~d 
on a concentration vs. distance plot. 
Equation (7) was used to determine the."_compositional dependence of 
the diffusion coefficient in the binary Fe-P system. 15 Figure l shows . 
..., 
-~ the results for three phosphorus compositions. Dis seen to increase 
with increasing phosphorus contents. This has been explained on the 
basis of relative melting points. 15 Since the addition of up to about 
, 
·10 wt.%· phosphorus to iron lowers the melting point of the Fe-P system, 
the isothennal diffusion rates of the iron and phosphorus atoms can be 
.. 
expected to increase relative to the ratio e-Tm/T, where Tis the 
absolute temperature of diffusion, and Tm is the absolute melting 
temperature. 
Jost has pQinted out that the Boltzmann-Matano solution is as d 
valid for a concentration vs. distance plot with concentration dis-
. 
continuities at phase boundaries,- as for the usual single-phase case. 17 
For example, a semi-infinite diffusion couple composed of two phases, 
Figure 2, can be described by the following initial conditions for 
contponent B: 
a phase: 
B phas_e: cs = . c • 8 
for .x < O, t = O 
·-for X > 0, t = 0 
:,,: 
-~-~-· -- -_,. 
" 
.' 
.•. 
,-__,_, 
.""':''. ,,.;.,.,t·· 
·1 
-i 
l 
I 
-...... ~-
:) . 
'··' II'' 
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~ .. · c~ -~ 
(X /3 t=O 
c'-......-----------~ ex 
X <.0.- .' , -X=O X>O • 0 • ,·. . .,.. ·-"';·.:·· 
DISTANCE 
Figure 2. Semi-infinite diffusion couple composed of two phases ex and 
a at time t = o. 
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0/o B 
(3 
c~·e 
:Ffg U·re 3 • At the diffusing temperature T1 , a 
the a/a interface = C" - CI. discontinuity develops at 
c~ 
m c" 0( 
INTERFACE AT t>-0 
~ 0 c' 
'~ 
c~ I -ORIGINAL INTERFACE AT t = 0 . _· _ _j 
X<O X=O X = ~ X>O 
DISTANCE 
Flgure :4. ·-· At time t>O, the a/S i.nterface has moved 
equation (8). according to 
c~ 
Co " m C 
f. c•-.... 0( 
~·X<O 
de 
dx c=co 
B 
t>O 
"...--MATANO INTERFACE 
X=O X= f X>O 
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' ' 
Figure 5. Determination of DC=Co according to equation (9). 
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At th_e diffusing temp~ratu_re T1 , Figure 3, a discontinuity will develop 
between the two phases._- According to Jost, if mi"croscopic equilibrium 
0 
is attained at the interface, the interface will move according to the 
j 
equation: 17 
' 
' . '..., 
' .-------- \ 
(.8) 
,· 
where the right ·hand side of the equation is the mass movement re-
sulting from the inequality of the fluxes of component B in the a and 
a phases. ~ is the position of the a/S interface, with.its value ~qual 
to zero at time t = 0. d~/ dt is then the velocity of the i·nterface. 
An example of the dissolution o-f the S phase is shown in Figure 4, 
where the interface has moved to the right. 
From a composition vs. distance plot such as Figure 4, oa and OS 
can be determined for a range of compositions. The first step is to 
determine the origi.nal position of the a/6 interface. This is known as 
the Matano interface, and is detennined by graphical integration. It 
is illustrated in Figure 4 as the line which makes the two shaded areas 
.. equa 1 • Equation (7) can then be used to detenni ne Da. 
To determine oS, the following form of equation (7) can be used: 17 
CI_ 
t.', Co 
- 1 (dx) D - xd C + ( C 11 - C 1 ) d' + xdC (9) -
- 2f dC C=Co C=C0 
C" c• Cl L , 
where the bracketed quantity is represented in ~i gure 5 by the cross-
hatched area. ' ' 
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Ternary Di·ffusion Theory: The problem of diffus-ion in- a multicompo-
ii 
/ 
· nent system was first treated by Onsager. 10 .,For a t.hree-component 
' 
system, Fi ck' s first law was shown to be:· 10 
~ .. 
).!· • ·. 
-
I, 
aC1 aC2 aC 3 t··-
...... , ( l O) J1 - -D11 D12 D13 -· ,- -
·--' 
_;, 
-
' I . ax ,OX/ .. ax •. ) Jv-.' __,, 
-- --... 
' ' 
with similar equations for.Jz and J3 • However, if the assumption is 
made· that the molar volume.is not a function of composition: 
( 11) 
and: 
ac3 ac1 ac ' .2 
- (12) - - -
ax ax ·ax 
£quation (12) can be substituted into equation (10) to obtain: 
3 aC1 3 aC2 J.1 - -D11 D12 - - ( 13) 
ax ax 
where: 
,~.'. ,1 ~ 
(14a) 
and: ·_·· .. o· ... -... 13.-·2· .· -- ·o· ··o· i,·; 
. ··l.2. - : '1- 3' .... :'i 
. . . . . 
(14b) 
'-' 
·s;in; l arly: 
: '\" 
(15) 
. ax ax 
• I 
. ~-
.~- r~· , ...,. 
I 
:f 
~ i, 
·\ 
,; ! : 
.. 
,. 
'o 
...._,' 
' 
·-.. 
'/ ' 
,• ' :,.y.-:''·' 
,,. 
! ...... 
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' 
! • 
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. ~ .. 
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Likewise, Fick's second law ;·n a ·three-·component·system becomes: 
a. . 3 a 
= - D11 
ax 
(16) . 
•··!'.:.. • 
_,,- ,.:• ...... , i. 
ax ax 
and: ·, 'L... ___ 
- \ 
'''·,~~ -~·· 
:'-' 
"< V _1 
aC2 a . 3 ac1 a aC2 3 
- D21 + D22 - - -
at ax 
( 17) 
ax. ax ax 
Equations (13), (15), (16), and (17) are sijfficient to descripe 
diffusion in a th ree·-component sys tern, i • e., four diffusion coeffi - · 
3· 
cients are necessary. These four Dik (i = 1, 2; k = 1, 2) are the 
diffusion coefficients of element i in the presence of both element k 
and the solvent 3. of 1 and D~ 2 are the major diffusion coefficients, 
3 . 3 
and 012 and D21 a re the cross diffusion coefficients • As C1 or C2 ap-
-proach zero, the corresponding major. diffusion coefficients approach D. 
' 
The temperature and compositional dependence of several major 
diffusion coefficients have been determined in a and y phases of the 
ternary Fe-Ni-P system. 15 The results are shown in Figure 6 for the 
·coefficients in the a phase (P = 1, Ni= 2, Fe= 3). The major dif-
fusion coefficient o:~ is compared to the Fe-P binary ~oefficient D. 
" 
Once again, activijtion energies have beeh. assigned to the diffusion 
coef fi ci ents • 
_, ( . 
. , . 
The cross coefficients were also detennined in the ex and y phases 
. . 
of the Fe-Ni-P system, but only at ll00°C. Their values were consist-
ently l to 2 orders of magnitude less than their corresponding major -
' 
coefficients. 15 
-~ 
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Multiphase Diffusion Paths ..i.!l Ternary Systems: W'ith the aid of ternary 
diffusion theory, and observations on a series of multiphase diffusion 
couple~, Kirkaldy has developed several rules for the construction of 
. . 
diffusion paths on ternary isotherms. 13 While such representations are 
· commonly used, they do not describe the kinetics of the diffusion pro-
cess. This, )in fact, is stated. in Kirkaldy 1 s first rule: 13 
. . 
l. Diffusion· penetration/ curves can be mapped onto the 
ternary isotherm for all times as stationary lines. 
Thus, a diffusion couple heat treated for different times would produce 
~ i .•. , 
the same diffusion penetration curves on the ternary isotherm, totally 
independent of the time of the heat treatment. It would see~, then, 
that the terminal compositions, rather than the time, determ.ine the 
path on the isotherm. This is true, and is stated in the second rule: 
2. A diffusion path on the ternary isotherm is defined 
uniquely only by its termiRal compositions. 
" However, the contrary statement, that any two points on a path uniquely 
define it~ is false. This would conflict with other rules in certain 
cases . A th i rd ru l e is : 
3. A diffusion path on the ternary isotherm must cross 
the straight line joining the terminal compositi·ons 
at least once. 
This statement is a simple consequence of the mass balance, since the 
mean composition of the couple must lie on the straight line joining 
the tenni na l compos i ti. ans. 
q .• 
' 
The first three rules apply to diffusion in a single phase region, · 
as well as to multiphase diffusion. However, because dissolution re-
quires a two-phase interface, additional rules are required to describe 
. the multiphase diffusion behavio-r: 
I . 
- - '-·. 
-
~:..:-·.···. 
- -
' 
· .. 
\ 
: ~ - :; ·~· 
..... ~ ~--~· 
- - _. ____ -- ··--··----·---·-·-·· ... , 
_, 
·ri: 
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4. A diffusion path that passes through a two-phase 
region coincident with a tie-line cont-ains a planar t 
interface whose local equilibrium specification is 
· given by that tie-1 ine. · 
This rule is illustrated in Figure 7 by path l on a ternary Fe-Ni-P 
isotherm. A schematic of the resulting microstructure is also shown. 
t;.._' 
"\ !\ -, .-: 
- .. The terminal compositions,· cph and C~., · are indicated by the crosses 
o_n the isotherm. Microscopic equilibrium ;:s maintained at the inter-
face, with the interface compositions C11 and C', in the phosphide and 
a phases respectively, determined by the. tie-line wh-ich was used to 
. cross the. two-phase region. 
Another path which may be chosen by the same couple in Figure 7 is 
illustrat~d in Figure 8. This path is a result of the fifth rule: 
5. A diffusion path that passes into a two-phase region 
from a single-phase region at an angle to the tie-line, 
and returns immediately to that same single phase, 
describes a region of isolated precipitation. 
=The path lying within the two-phase region represents the lever rule 
quantities of the two phases.present at each point in the corresponding 
microstruct~re. The local equilibrium at the phase interfaces must 
conform to that requi·red by the ti e-1 i nes. 
A third possible path for the same couple, which results from the 
sixth rule,- is shown in _Figure 9: 
- . 
6. A diffusion path that passe.s into a two-phase region 
from. a single-phase region at an angle ·to the tie-lines, 
but exits into another phase, represents a columnar or 
a·columnar,-plus-isolated precipitate two-phase zone. 
Once again, the local equilibrium at the phase interfaces must conform 
, to that required by the tie-lines. 
I : 
jj 
I, 
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P6~sible dissolution path for th~ diifu~ion couple of 
terminal compositions Cph and C~s with a corresponding 
schematic of the resulting microstructure (Rule 4). 
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Possible dissolution path for the diffusion couple of 
termi·nal compositions C~h and C~, with a corresponding 
schematic of the resulting microstructure (Rule 5). 
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_ The final rule states: 
7. A diffusion path in a two-phase region may not · 
-reverse its order of crossing of the tie-lines. 
Figures 7_, 8, and 9 obey this rule. 
. ."- ·-,,~: 
., 
; . 
Al though three possible paths have been proposed for the two-phase 
. diffusion couple, it is already known that only one path exists, which 
0 
is unique to the tenninal compositions (Rule 2). · ihis demonstrates a 
major problem for ternary diffusion couples of different phases. Many 
di sso luti on paths on the ternary i sothenn may be suggested, but"' meas-
ured paths have yet to be predicted. However, it may be possible to 
predict a dissolution path on the basis of kinetics. For example, when 
two solute elements of different diffusivities are involved in disso-
lution, a path may be chosen such that the interface velocity is the 
same for both elements. The unique set of boundary conditions, there-
fore, would detennine the dissolution path. This will be discussed 
later in more detail. 
,8·. REVIEW OF DISSOLUTION 
Dissolution can be controlled by an interface reaction, or by 
long-range volume diffusion. Analytical.as well as num~rical solutions 
' • 
exist for both cases in binary systems. These topics will be discussed, 
as well as the problems involved with dissolution in a ternary system. 
· Detailed reviews of dissolution can be found in several comprehensive 
literature articles. 10 - 2 0 
.... 
:• ... 
,.._ 
'.• ..... ;· 
-· 
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\ 
Type~ .Qf_ Dissolution: It is generally recognized that reactions ·of 
some kind occur at the interface in a two-phase diffusiqn couple, but 
it is usually assumed that the interface reaction occurs so rapidly 
that its effect on the over-all process is unobservable~ 21 The kinet-
. ics of the process is then controlled by the slower diffusion process 
I 
of the' solute to th,e ,interface. For vol ume . idiffusion cOn'ftrolled dis-
solution with planar interfaces, it has generally been found that the 
interface between phases moves as a parabo 1 i c function of time, and 
that the interface concentrations closely app~ximate the equilibrium 
phase diagram compositions. 22 Although unifo~ chemical potentials 
require equilibrium at the interface, a free energy difference is 
neces$ary for a phase boundary to move. 2 3 
In some situations, though, it is possible to have an interface 
process which proceeds slower than the diffusion of solute to the 
interface. 18 - A variety of atomic and molecular attachment mechanisms 
have been proposed to explain these situations. A schematic repre-
sentation of one of these mechanisms is shown in Figure 10. Since an 
interface reaction will reduce the flux of atoms crossing the inter-
face, the-,·a-ctual interface concentration during dissolution will be 
less than the equilibrium interface concentration. 
,. 
Since there are only a few cases of interface-reaction controlled 
dissolution known to exist, 24 , 25 full attention will be given to 
volume-diffusion controlled dissolution with planar interfaces. For 
\) 
the present syst~, volume diffusion will be seen to be the controlling 
mechaniS,m. t 
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Figure 10. Schematic of solute concentration profiles for volume-diffusion controlled dissolution (~C=O) and for interface-
reaction controlled dissolution (~Ci0, C~CTUAL < C~QUIL.), 
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Mathematical Solutions· for Dissolution: An exact, close-d-fonn mathe-
matical solution for the problem of dissolution was first proposed by 
""'··/ 
~agner. 9 The solution applfes to a semi-infinite phase in a binary 
system which is in equilibrium with another semi-infiriite phase·before 
' 
solution treatment. For phosphide dissolving in a, the. composition of 
. th·e S-0 l Ute in ,the·, phosphide ·,i S described by·. the_~
7
generra l" SO l uti on :'9 ~ 
I (18) 
where cPh is the concentration of solute at any time t and any distance 
x in the phosphide phase. APh and BPh are constants detennined by the 
. boundary conditions, and 0Ph is the diffusion coefficient in phosphide, 
assumed to be independent.of composition. A similar equation describes 
the concentration of solute in the a phase: 
ca = a a A + B erf X (19) 
2fft 
Since microscopic equilibrium is assumed at the interface, it will 
move according to equation (8), which can be expanded to: 
= dt (cu_ C') dt 
for the schematic of the disso·lving phosphide shown tn Figure 11. 
The movement of the interface follows a parabolic law: 
= 2Y~ 
... . . :n· 
(20) 
(21) 
[. __ ,:f: 
~ . . -. .? . . 
.s>- ·.' 
'. 9 
,,,.;,,, ..... ., .. 
.--
. '\: 
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where ~ is the position of the interface, equal to zero at time t = 0, 
and y is another constant ~etermi ned by the boundary con di ti ons. 
The initial and boundary conditions shown in Figure 11 are: 
.c,. ,_ 
. • ...... \_.z, 
";,..J'. 
cPh 
.. 
~Ct: 
= CI 
Ph 
= . CI 
(), 
-- :·cPh: = c II 
ca· = CI 
for x < 0, t ,= 0 
_,_ 
'" f Or -X > 0 ', .t ~ ~-- 0 ... .: .-.. 
... :. ·-~· 
~ ... :... •. ~· 
-· 
for x = ~-, t > 0 
+ for x = ~, t > O 
With thes~ conditions and equation (21), equation {18) can be written: 
C" C' 
- Ph erf __ x_ 
2~ 
(22) 
where$= oPh/0°. Similarly, equation (19) can be written: 
.ca- C
1
-C 1erf(y} CI - CI 
X a + a. erf ( 23) --- 2/ oat' 1 - erf{y) 1-erf(y} 
_Differentiating equations {21), (22), and (23), and substituting into 
equation (20), results in the equation: 
c' -c • c .. .:.c~h 
/$ exp{-;2} 
·-Cl 
exp(-y2 ) ., C11 -C 1 C11 -C I ,1 
- 1 {24) -
.frr y[l+erf(*)] Irr y [1-e rf ( y) J 
which can be solved simultaneously for y. 
.,, . I' 
,;,.~,,vu» ,j 
\ 
•,' . . . 
• ...J 
. ,, .,_, ~·-~: 
------· ----------- ·- ·-·-·-· . ···-- _L ________ ·-··--·----···-----
..... 
,..,,, 
.:,_ .: 
<'' 
Once y has been obtained, the position of the interface can be 
' 
. dete_rtnined at any time, equation (21 ), .along with the solute concen-
tration profiles in both phases, equations (22) and (23). · All that is 
required is a knowledge of the diffusion coefficients in both phases, 
the initial concentrations-of the solute, and the interface compo-. .,. /'"' 
- .,J " l_. .., .. ' ,, ' , 
· siticins during dissolution • 
,. 
, The only error involved in this solution for semi-infinite cases 
-is that Dis known to vary with composition in all cases, of metallurgi~ 
cal diffusion. This has already been shown for the Fe-P system, 
Figure 1. 
A more recent mathematical model for the dissolution of a precipi-
' tate initially tn equilibrium with its matrix has been developed by 
~ Aaron. 26 In this model, all concentration gradients are assumed to be 
li-near, with the dissolution kinetics obtained by requiring a conser-
vation of mass. The assumption of linear dissolution gradients, how-
ever, results in predicted dissolution times which are slower than 
those predicted by Wagner's exact closed-form solution. This occurs .. 
because the conservation of mass results in a less steep gradient at 
i the precipitate/matrix interface than is actually present. Since the 
driving force is directly related to this gradient, th~ linear approxi-
mation results in slower kinetics. 
! 
Whelan has modified Aaron's model, by provid-ing an error function 
profi.l e to replace the 1 i near concentration gradients. 2 7 However, he 
has assumed that the diffusion field around the precipitate is the ~ame 
as that which would exist if the precipitate interface had been fixed · 
at that position from the start. This approxim~tion does not take into 
. ' 
\ , 
l 
l 
I 
. I 
' 
/ 
-,;·....:__:_.:, :_, 
I 
' 
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a cco un t the effect of the movi~g interface on the diffusion field. 
Errors in the dissolution rate as a result of this approximation can 
easily exceed teri)percent. 27 
Aaron has also presented a model for the dissolution of precipi-
(' 
tates which were ~ tfl l i ,n the process of_ grow~i Qg. 2 8 . The i"ni ti.a) ·. .. . ...,. ., ,.., , 
... ' • ,, ,,, .,j ~ • "' ~ 
-.~ • ·~ ~.. ••• 
-
• ... • ,"' • 
gradient for this model is one which s·lopes toward the precipitates, 
.i ' 
resulting from the incomplete growth process. It is assumed to be 
linear and time-independent during dissolution. The gradient which 
develops during dissolution is also assumed to be linear, and time 
dependent. Once again, however, the assumption of linear dissolution 
gradients results in slower kinetics. 29 · 
The analytical solutions presented so far have been closed-form· 
solutions, These solutions are applicable as long as the boundary 
conditions remain infinite in extent. However; an important class of 
dissolution problems exists in which the boundaries of each phase are 
a finite distance from the interface. The dissolution of precipitates 
di·s-persed in a Rl~trix is an example. Although exact, closed-fonn 
so·lutions have ne>~. been found for these types of problems, solutions 
are possible using numerical methods. Tanzilli and~Heckel have pre-
sented a model for the numerical solution of. precipitates dissolving 
·, 
in a finite system. 30 This model will be discussed in detail for 
phosphide precipitates dissolving 1n an a matrix. 
Figure ·12 ·shows a syrnnetry element for the dissolution of phos-
phide precipitates which are a finite distance apart. Two boundaries 
a·re shown; across which the mass transfer is zero. The mean compo-
sition C and the half-thickness of the precipitate l/2 are the· 
·( 
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· · Figure 12. Planar interface symmetry element for tfie dissolution of 
phosphide precipitates. 
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Figure 13 •. Concentration profile and finite-difference tenninology 
for the planar interface symmetry element. 
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independent variables, while the half-thickness O'f the symmetry element 
l/2 is a dependent variabl~. 
The nu~erical Solution ~r the dissolution of the precipitates in 
Figure 12 is: obtained from Fi'ck's second· law for each phas.e: 
-~ ~-; - .,,..-J 
\ 
. ' 
acPh 
at 
aca 
at 
~ 
acPh 
-a 
-Ph 
-
- D - ax ax 
= 1... (oa . aca) 
ax ax 
and an interface mass ba la nee: 
1 
- _ 
= 1ll (C 11 - C') dt 
.......... J. 
' .i i 
(25)~ 
t 
\ 
(26) 
(27) 
Equation (27) is the same as equation (20), except that the position of 
the interface is now given as ~/2, instead of as~-
The initial and boundary conditions similar to the semi-finite 
· -case are: 
\. 
ca CI~ 
-
-
- a 
i. 
CPh 
-
C II 
. 
I c°' . I -· C . -· 
-
' l for x < 2, 
,l for > X 2' 
for X - ~-- -2 ' 
for ~+ X - -2 , 
t = 0 
'\. 
t = 0 
t > 0 
., 
t > 0 
In addition, two boundary conditions are required to prevent mass 
transfer across the boundaries of the symmetry element:· 
.. , 
f) 
- L -- . 
I: 
If 
,..r 
,- .;;, 
__ f\. \. 
•·. 
acPh 
- 0 -ax for x = 0,. t ~ 0 
aca 
0 --.,, ax 
. L for x = 2, t ~ 0 
Figure ]3 shows the boundary conditions for the symmetry element at 
_: ·'l"i . ~ 
time t(> 0, with the position of the interface given, by S/2. . 
Equations (25), (26), and (27) are the same equations solved 
ana lyti ca lly by Wagner. , The two addi ti ona l boundary conditions, how-
ever, cause Wagner's solution to be inaccurate, except for very short 
times when the boundaries of each phase can be considered infinite. 
The problem is solvable for longer times, however, with finite-
difference representations of equations (25), (26}, and (27). The only 
problem is to obtain an appropriate space transfonnation, beca~se of 
the changing thickness of the two phases, which allows solving the 
three equations incrementally. This is possible through a variable-
grid space transformation. 31 
The time rate of change of concentration at an internal point n, 
whose location is always a constant percentage of the instantaneous 
phase thickn~ss, is given by: 31 
dC . 
n 
dt --
acn dXn 
axn dt -~: (28) 
where dCn/dt is the contribution of equations (25) and (26). The rate 
-
of travel of the internal point is related to the interface velocity 
. 
by: 
.,_ ... ,, 
-~-- ... , .... :,• 
(29) 
., " 
. .) 
.. 
...,. 
~· 
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Substituting equation (29) into (28), the relationship for the time 
rate of change of the concentration in the phosphide is: 
dCPh Xn acP·h d{f) acPh --- n ,n n 
- + dt - dt {f.} ~Xn at ,_ __..{)· ::1 ,___. \''\ I _.,..) f't,~ ......--:·." 9 ,, -
', 
--
. . 
.... ·. 
(3'0) 
at an internal node n. -If.the symmetry element in Figure 13 is divided 
.., . 
" 
_into N-2 nodes, with the-interface at n = r, then equation (30) is 
valid for n = 2, 3, •.• , r-1. The number of nodes in the phosphide 
!) 
phase remains constant with time, but the distance between them changes 
as the interface moves. The di stance between any two nodes in the, 
phosphide phase is shown in Figure 13 as tixPh = ~~~ • 
Likewise, the total concentration derivative at an interrial point 
--in the a phase, relative to the a phase boundary, is: 
dC~ 
-T - (31) 
ac~ d{f) ac~ 
ax; dt + at 
,-: 
for n = r+l, r+2, .•. , Nin Figure 13. The distance between any two 
· · nodes in the a phase is tixa = (L/2)-(~/2) • 
N - r 
·] 
Since the space transformation in the two phases has been achieved, 
equations (30) and (31), the finite-difference representation of the 
derivatives allows incremental solution of equations (25), (26), and 
(27). For example, the partial derivative of concentration with re-
- spect to time at a point n can be represented by: 32 
'· 
1 
./ 
... ~ 
~: / 
• ' -. I 
r-. 
/ 
.. 
. --
r 
• .. :......,.-:-
'· 
' .. :.. . 
. . 
-29,- · 
· C j+ 1-c j 
n n 
-
- Lit 
.. .-. ,-: 
, .. 
I . 
.) 
.(32) 
where the derivative at tim··e. _j + -~ is approximated by ·the values of Cn 
' 
: •. J .at-'j +' 1. and ~3 , .. wJ th, j _--+ l ·-~ .j + Lit •. Simi·l arly: 32 ..... 
7· 
(33a) 
and 
Cj -2Cj +Cj 
_ n+ l n n-1 
-
b,.X2 
(33b) 
where the interval between n-1 and n, and n and n+l is !:ix. 
For the phosphtde phase, equation (25) can be substituted into 
equation (30), and th·e~fl rewritten in the finite-difference form to 
• 91 ve: 
cj+ 1-cj 
n..;2 (c~+l-C~-1) d(ft+l 
+DPh ( r-2) 2 
( Cj -2Cj +Cj ~ 
n n 
-
n-1 n n+ l (34) - (f 2 (~ Lit 2 dt 
where j is the index for the concentrations aft~r the last time step, 
and j+l is the index for the next time step. 5Ph is assumed to be· 
independent of composition. Similarly, for the a phase: 
cj+ 1-cj N-n ( j j ) (tt+l (cj -2Cj+Cj ) cn+l-cn-1 d 2 
+ Da(N-r) 2 n-1 n n+ l n n (35) -- (~)-(~ ~t 2 dt (i)-(f) 2 
I. 
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The interface mass b·a1 ance · can a-1 so be written in the finite-
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di f feren-ee form: 
•ii 
!-' 
~ (-cj +4Cj -3C 1 l 
-a r+2 r+l D (N-r) 
( C11 -C I ) 2 (~) ~ (B 
..J ,r 
.9 .. 
;: : 
(cj -4cj +3C 11 ) 
- -Ph( ). r-2 r-1 -. 
-0 r-2 ( 36) . 
where: f 
{ac) -
,ax. C=C" 
and: 
3C - 4C l + C 2 _ r r- r-
- 2~xPh 
_ -3Cr + 4Cr+ l - cr+2 
-
(37a) 
{ 37b) 
Equation (37a) can be obtained from a Taylor series expansion of 
the derivative about the point n = r-1: 32 
~x +_ ••• 
n=r-1 
.(38) 
. Substituting equations (33a, bf\nto the right hand sid~ of ~quation 
, (38) gives equation (37a). Similarly, equation (37b) can be obtained 
from a Taylor series expansion of the derivative about the point n = 
r+l. 
Equations (34)~ (35), and (36) are solvable incrementally ,1th the· 
aid of a.digital computer.: The ·only restriction is that the time 
~ • J ' 
--, 
I. 
~ .. 
.. 'v 
,: 
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'increment satisfy the following requirement for stable and non- -
oscillatory solutions: 30 " 
I 
. DAt 
-- ~ -0.,25· 
~x2 
(39) 
, _, The calc\JlationS of Tanzil 1 i and Heckel ·have-shown th-~t, in 
general, the composition at the midpoint of two particles undergoing 
solution begins to change early ·;n the process. 20 Thus, the semi-
infinite geometry used by previous authors is a very restrictive 
assumption. 
Numerical .solutions also allow as an input a concentration gradi-
-
ent which may be present prior to solution treatment. 29 For the 
solution treatment of precipitates which are in the early stages of 
growth, it is not necessary to approximate the growth and dissolution 
gradients as linear. The so 1 uti on kinetics can then be more real i sti -
cally predicted. 
Problems 2f. Ternary Dissolution: In ternary alloys, the dissolution of 
a phase takes place during the -interaction of components. The presence 
of a third element influences the· reac-tion at the moving interface, in 
addition to its previously described influence on diffusion coeffici-
ents. Therefore, the interaction has an influence on the kinetics of 
the interface-movement, and on th~·redistribution of the elements. 33 
The phenomenological theory which has been developed for multi-
. 
. 
component systems takes into account the interaction of elements. 23 
However, for complete description of a ternary dissolution problem, 
_,, 
ternary major and cross diffusion coefficients are required. Since 
................. u 
......... 
I 
........... , .... -·-· ..... -.,-.-- .. ·-··-- ,. ' -~---------~---·---·--···--·------ - - .. ·- - -··-·----------- -----·-------- .. ' ...... - ... 
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this information is generally unavailable, quantitative descriptions of 
dissolution kinetics in ternary alloys are usually based on binary 
solutions, using binary initial and boundary conditions, and binary 
diffusion coefficients. The binary solutions are used for the slowest 
.-~~ 
~--~ 
diffusing element, since it is assumed to be,the rate-controlling 
factor. 34 This assumption, though, has not been verified experimen-
tally.33 It would seem reasonable, however, if the dissolution path 
across a two-phase region is determined in such a way that the same 
interface velocity is obtained for both solute species. Binary solu-
tions could then be used for either the fastest or slowest diffusing 
<> 
element, if the appropriate boundary co.nditions (ternary path) were 
known. 
When the interaction among the elements in a ternary alloy is 
insignificant, so that 0:2~0:1~0, the solutions ~r dissolution reduce 
to those for a binary system. 33 However, the values 0; 1 and o!2 , which 
are generally influenced by the presence of the third element, are used 
in the solutions. 
- C. ELECTRON PROBE MICROANALYSIS 
Any attemp_t to study dissolution in a ternary system requires a 
measurement of concentration gradients ~ver distances on the order of 
microns. Recently, this .has become possible with the use of the . 
electron microprobe analyzer, which measures characterist.ic x-rays of 
the elements present. Quantitative electron probe microanalysis will 
be discussed, as well as a mathematical convolution technique. This 
- .,.J . 
' ' 
4 . 
i 
. ! 
' 
-,. 
i-
:._..: 
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--33-. 
. \'' technique overcome~ the finite size limitation of the electron beam to 
some extent in measuring steep gradients. A comprehensive bibliography 
.is available on electron probe microanalysis. 35 
Quantitative Mi~roanalysis: Characteristic x-rays produced tn a sample-
_ must travel some finite dis~ance in the sample before they can exit. 
If an x-ray interacts with a targ~t atom along its path in the sample, 
--it is considered absorbed, and cannot be ~ounted. The mass absorption 
coefficient, µ/p, is a measure of x-ray absorption along the exit path. 
Al so, if the energy of the absorbed x-ray is high enough to fluoresce 
the absorbing atom, a characteristic x-ray will be produced which can 
be counted. It is effects such as these which make it difficult to re-
late x-ray intensity to composition. 
A standard procedure to relate intensity to composition in binary 
systems has always been to use alloys of known composition to detennine 
an intensity vs. composition curve. · However, if more than two e 1 ements 
are present, this becomes impractical, because of all the possible com-
binations. 
For multicomponent systems, x-ray correction procedures are pres-
ently available which correct intensity data for three major effects: 
.atomic number, absorption, and fluorescence. The absorption and 
fluorescent effects have already been described. The atomic number 
correction accounts for the fact that both, the fraction of the total 
. : .... 
energy loss of an electron going into ionization of a particular shell, .. 
and the loss of ionization due to backscattering, are functions of the 
. 
-atomic number. 36 The measured intensity ratio is then given by: 'I 
.. 
9--, 
\. . 
.. :,.,,,, i,. 
. IA 
I[A] 
-
-
• 
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.. CA ZAAAFA 
, (40) C[A] Z[A]A[A]F[A] 
where the subscript A represents the unknown and the bracketed A the · 
.. ' 
standard, I is intensity, c·I is ccmhposition, and z,· A, and F are the 
-atomic number, a~sorpti on, an.d fl uorescen·t corrections, r .. espectively .. _ 
ZAF corrections for a precipitate and matrix analysis in the Fe-Ni-P 
system, according to the correction program of Goldstein and Comella, 36 
are shown in Table I. The corrections used and references to them are 
contained in the program description. 36 
Input information to the program is listed first in Table. I. 
Spectrometer dead times of 2 x 10-6 seconds, and a take off angle of 
52.5°, were also used. The output information contains the individual 
Z, A, and F values for phosphorus and nickel in the fonn of equation 
(40) shown in the Table. Iron was not measured, but was assumed to be 
the only remaining element. When the individual corrections in the 
Table are divided by their respective counterparts, the total Z, A, 
and F corrections are all small. This is largely due to the fact that 
standards were used which are close in composition to the material 
analyzed. 
... Electron Beam Convolution: . X-ray resolution, defined as the minimum 
-dimension over which quantitative concentration information can be ob-
tained, is u~ual ly much greater than the electron beam diameter at th·e 
specimen surface. 35 Electrons impinging on a specimen surface are 
scattered a~d absorbed in the specimen, which re~ults in the production 
, ... 
' 1 
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. TABLE I 
0. 
---,····-..... , ... · 
TYPICAL -ZAF CORRECTIONS" IN THE FE-NI-P svs·TEM 
' 
ACCORDING TO GOLDSTEIN AND COMELLA'S ZAF CORRECTION PROGRAM 36 
Input Information: 
-~ 
,·-fl. 
Operating Voltage: 20 KV 
Phosphorus Standard Composition: 15.32 wt.% P 
47 .51 wt.% Fe 
37.17 wt.% Ni 
· Nickel Standard Composition: 
Element Data: 
Atomic Number 
Atomic Weight 
Ko ( ~') 
Ka ( KEV) 
Ni Ka ( µ/ p) 
PKa (µ/p) 
FeKa ( µ/ p) 
Output Information: 
Ni -
-
28.0 
58.9 
l .659 
8.33 
-58.9 
91 .0 
379. 6 _ 
5 .17 wt.% Ni 
94.83 wt.% Fe 
p 
-
15.0 
31. 0 
6.155 
2 .14 
2112.8 
346.9 
1677 .4 
Fe 
-
26.0 
55.9 
1.937 
7 .11 
90.0 
139.5 
71 .4 
I 
Form of Equation (40): C = A C[A] Z[A] A[A] F[A] 
A I[A] 2A AA FA 
a. Matrix: Measured ,phosphorus intensity ratio = .116 
Measured nickel intensity ratio = .400 ~ 
C 116 (15 32) . 4 77 . 581 l . 002 p = • - • X • 489 X • 578 X l . 003 
l. 77 X .976 X· l .006 X • 999 
Emitter 
at top 
.:. '" ,. 
• J(' 
- IC 
!. 
~· Total phosphorus correction = .976 x 1.006 x .999 = .980 
., 
,'. it .. ,,,.~, .-..:--·' 
.. : 
. ' 
".:: -· '. - -;} 
J 
I 
i 
,, 
l .. 
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TABLE I 
( continued)· · 
- ·-··-
c . = _400 (S.l 7) X ~490 X .893 X 1.000 N1 . • .488 .892 1.000 
CN. = ~ 1 2.07 X l .003 ·x l .002 X l .000 
CNi = 2.08% · 
~ • --J, 
... . .. ·, .. _ 
Total nickel correction= l .003 ·x 1.002. x l .000 = 1.005 
Phosphide Precipitate: Measured phosphorus intensity ratio= l .068 
Measured nickel intensity ratio = .567 
.. Cp = 1.068 (15.32) X ::~~ X .S~l X l.002 
.6 7 1 . 002 
Cp.= X .996 X .958 X .999 16. 36 
.. 
·--.-'..{··· 
Cp = 15.60% 
Total phosphorus correction= .996 x .958 x .999 = .953 
CNi .567 {5.17) 
.490 .893 X 1.000 
- X 
.478 X -
.903 1.000 
CNi - 2-.93 X l . 025 X .989 X 1.000 -
. CNi ·= 2.97%, 
Total nickel correction = l .025 x .989 .x l .000 = 1 .014 
. .. 
. f· 
;· [ 
.•• 1,.-. • '. ·~. 
.. . . 
-.1 • 
' . 
. .. 
f 
... 
0 
i 
,. 
;..·· 
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of x-rays from a finite volume. Therefore, in order to predict the 
depth of x-ray production (range) and the x-ray source size (spatial.· 
resolution) in a material, the distribution of electrons and electron 
energies in the materi a 1 must be khown. . .. _.,, 
The ctoss section of~impinging electrons in a material due to' 
interactiOns with the target ·atoms ·;s · knOWn to vary with'·22 , ~here z is 
- the atomic number of the target atoms. Al so, the probabi 1 ity of scat~ 
tering through an angle varies as Z2/V2 , where Vis the electron volt-
age. Therefore, the diameter of the excited x-ray volume is primarily 
a function of the energy of the incoming electrons, and the shape of 
the volume is primarily a function of the atomic number of the 
material. 35 For materials with low atomic numbers, there is not much 
electron scattering near the surface of the sample. But as the elec-
trons penetrate, and lose energy, scattering increases. At the depth 
at which complete di.ffusion occu·rs, i.e., random movement of the in-
coming electrons due to large numbers of interactions, the electrons 
have penetrated to such an extent that they cannot escape. Thus, there 
is little backscattering, a~d diffusion occurs late in the range. This 
results in_ t.h.~ commonly depicted teardrop electron distribution for 
light e 1 ements. 3 5 
For materials with high atomic numbers, there is considerable 
scattering near the sample surface, and a large number of incoming 
electrons are backscattered. Diffusion is established early in the 
range. This leads to,,a nearly hemispherical electron distribution for· 
heavy elements. 35 
While the shape of the x-ray volume is a function of the atomi~ 
!. 
~ 
;, 
' 
. .. . .• 
i 
·-~,,. 
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number of the material being analyzed, the depth of penetration and 
sour.ce size are functions of the energy of the incoming electrons. 
Based on experimentally obtained measurements of x-ray production and 
electron penetration, Andersen has .d~veloped a mass range equation for 
the primary production -of x-rays: 37 
(41) 
where Rd is the depth of x-ray production in microns, V0 is the ~per-
ating potential in.kilovolts, Ve is the critical excitation voltage for 
the x-rays being considered, and p is the density of the material in 
gm/cm3 • The primary production of continuum x-rays can be considered, 
Ve= 0, as well as characteristic radiation. Unfortunately, a similar 
type of equation for the lateral spread of x-rays has yet to be de-
veloped and verified experimentally. However, it is significant that 
·most experimental measurements of the spread (omitting beam size) are 
lower than the experimental or theoretical values of penetration. 35 
App 1 i cation of equation ( 41), with the qualitative ·aescri pti on of 
the shape and source size of the x-ray volume, is shown in Figure 14 
,.,.. 
for the precipit~te and matrix analyzed in Table I. Th~ depth of pri-
mary x-ray production for phosphorus Ka and nickel Ka are shown in each 
phase,.as well as fo~ the case when the beam is centered on the phase 
boundary; Fortunately, the closeness in atomic number of the two 
phases results in approximately equal x-ray volume elements in the two 
phases for each element. 
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1.414 
~ 
Ph 
ATOMIC No. • 24. 3 
• 
·OC 
. q. 
1.2,. 
. +. 
ATOMIC No. • 2,.9 
a) Phosphorus Ka (Ve= 2.144 Kev) 
I. I u. 
. ( 
Ph 
ATOMIC No. • 24.3 
I.Op 
i 
ATOM IC No. • 25.9 
b) Nickel Ka (Ve= 8.332 Kev) 
Figure 14. The excitation volume for primary x-ray production in the phosphide precipitate and the a matrix analyzed in Table I, for an op~rating voltage of 20 KV. 37 · · · . 
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w·: 
When steep concentration profiles, such as the phase boundary in 
Figure 14, are analyzed by x-ray measurements, the true profile ·;s 
smoothed. This is shown schematically in Figure 15, where a conc.en-
trati on step is represented by the function g(x), and the x-ray dis·-
tribution in the volume element is represented by a triangular shaped 
function f(x}. The measured x~ray intensity h(x) 1 is shown with inter-
mediate numbered points corresponding to several positions of t,he 
concentration step during its translation through the beam. 38 
Mathematically, the relationship between the observed x-ray in-
tensity h(x) ·and the "probe function" -f(x), as the beam is passed over 
a eoncentration function g{x), is the integral: 39 
h(x) = . J: g(x-x0 )f(.x)dx (42) 
Therefore, the observed x-ray intensity distribut·ion is the mathemati-: 
Cql convolution of the true concentration profile with the probe 
function. 39 
In reality, the lateral distribution of electrons in the material 
can be considered to be gaussian in two dimensions about the beam axis, 
. 
' 
and radially symmetri ca 1 about the axis. 40 If x-ray ab_sorpti on and 
fluorescent effects are small, the lateral x-ray distribution can be 
assumed to be of the same form. For the precipitate and matrix 
analyzed in Table I, the absorption and fluo·rescent effects were small 
for both phosphorus. and nickel. 
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Figure 15 •. A concentration step g{x) m~asu_r~ .. d by a triangular shaped 
x-ray distribution f{x) will result in the observed profile h(x) as the beam passes over the concentration step •. 
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If the probe function ih equation (42) is consid~fed ·gaussian in 
shape, the observed concentration curve should be an error function 
when the spot is passed over a concentration ste,p. 39 If this is true, 
. 
. the probe function can b_e determined experimentally by taking point 
counts across a known concentrat.ion step in. small .intervals (less than 
one micron). 39 Figure 16 shows measured values of nickel and phos-
phorus in 1/4 micron steps across an equilibrium a/phosphide interface .• · 
The interface was positioned parallel to the phosphorus spectrometer, 
so that the phosphorus x-rays reached the detector after·passing 
through only the phase in which they were generated. This permitted 
the probe function to be represented as a two-dimensional function. 
By drawing a tangent at the midpoint of the curve, and measuring the 
distanced shown in Figure 16, the probe function can be determined:- 39 
f ( X ) _ 1 -1r · [x] 2 
- d exp T cl] \ 
. (43) 
The material used to determine the probe function should be simi-
lar to the samples which are to be analyzed, since the value of d 
depends on the type of material. Once the probe function is known, a· 
0 
mathematical convolution can. be performed across an· assumed profile to· 
predict the observed intensity. This is done by representing the con-
centration and probe functions by their ordinates at the same sma 11 
intervals (0.2 microns in this study) and multiplying the ordinates 
together as if ·they were the coefficients of a very high order poly- · 
nomial. 39 . The probe function, howeve,r, must first be normalized such 
that the sum of its ordinates at the interval decided upon is unity, 
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• 
Figure 17. Figure 16 shows the result of a convolution, perfonned by 
' . 
numerical methods on a digital computer, for both nickel. and phosphorus, 
with d = .65 microns. This value of dis reasonable when compared to 
the qualitative description of x-ray source sizes in Figure 14. 
Unfortunately, the reverse procedure o·f deconvolution is not pos-
sible. To perform the polynomial division required for deco-nvo~ution, 
_ it is necessary to detennine the concentration curves very_accurately 
where they become tangent to the uniform concentration. 39 This portion 
of concentration curves determined by the microprobe, however, is the 
least known. Therefore, it is necessary to predict the true concen-
e 
tration curve, convolute it with the probe function, and compare the 
convoluted prof;· 1 e to the -meas ur·ed results. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
. A. SELECTION OF EXPERIMENTS 
It was desired to study the dissolution kinetics of phosphi des 
chemically, i.e., by measuring concentration·: vs. di stance profi 1 es d' 
after dissolution treatments, rather than metallographically, as pre-
vious authors 20 , 26 - 28 had done in other systems. Measured concentra-
tion profiles reveal dissolution paths on ternary isotherms, and can be· 
graphically integrated to detennine interface movements and diffusion 
coefficients. From the dissolution paths, interface compositions can 
be obtained, which provide the boundary conditions for mathematical 
solutions. The results of these solutions can then be compared to the 
experimentally determined concentration profiles an~ interface move-
ments. 
To study dissolution chemically it is necessary to know precipi-
tate and matrix compositional data prior to solution tre~tment. It is 
also desirable to dissolve precipitates which are large, and widely 
dispersed in their matrix. Large precipitates provide for maximum 
interface movement before complete dissolution occurs. Similarly, 
widely .dispersed precipitates provide a maximum distance for di-sso-
. lution gradients. This is important because interfering dissolution 
gradients prevent any mean.i ngful graphical integration of concentration 
profiles. 
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Although mathematical solutions are available for the dissolution 
of precipitates which are in the process of growing, 28 , 29 it was de-
cided that dissolving a· precipitate which was in equilibrium with its 
matrix would present a clearer picture of the dissolution process. For 
the Fe-Ni-P system, 'the work of Doan and Goldstein 41 indicated that·, ·· 
750°C is· about the lowest temper,ature at which equilibrium phosphides 
- can be grown in a reasonable amount of time, i.e., one montti. Si nee 
the ternary isotherm is available at this· temperature·, 41 ··the choice of 
experiments was not difficult. 
Four alloys, with low nickel and phosphorus compositions, were 
chosen to study the phosphide dissolution process. Figure 18 shows the 
alloys, represented by circles, on the 750°C isothenn of the Fe-Ni-P 
system.* Also shown are the corresponding tie-lines, which were ex-
trapolated from the phase diagram, with the matrix and phosphide compo-
sitions indicated by the crosses. Alloy A (2% P, 98% Fe) was chosen so 
that the dissolution problem could first be studied in the binary Fe-P 
system. Alloy B (2% P, 2% Ni, 96% Fe) was chosen to study the effect 
of a small amount of Ni on phosphide dissolution, and alloy C (2% P, 
. 4% Ni, 94% Fe) was chosen because of the interesting dissolution path 
which would occur. Finally, alloy D (1% P, 9.75% Ni, 8~.25% Fe) was 
chosen to study the problem in the y phase. The phosphorus contents of 
*Fe-Ni-P isothenns are reproduced ·from the work of Doan and Goldstein 
with one exception. The phosphorus weight percent of the phosphides is 
assumed to be that which will make the.phosphide a stoichiometric com-pound, ioeo, (FeNi)3P, rather than .the higher values reported by Doan 
and Golds_tein. All of the phosph1des in this study were determined to be stoichiometric compounds. 
. ' 
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the alloys were kept low, in an attempt to provide as much matrix phase 
as possible for the dissolution.gradients. 
For the dissolution treatment, insp_ection of .. ~he high temperature 
isotherms reveals a four-phase reaction involving liquid at lOOOQC, so 
' 
• it was decided to stay below this temperature. Therefore, the tempera-
ture 975QC was chosen for the dissolution st~~ies, since phosphides 
grown at 750QC will completely dissolve at this temperature. Figure 19 
shows the matrix and phosphide compositions of the four alloys on the 
975Q C i sothenn, with proposed paths for di sso l uti on. The mean compo-
s.i ti ons of the alloys, represented by the circles, indicate that the 
phosphides formed at 750°C are completely unstable. 
The dissolution paths shown in Figure 19 are in agreement with 
Kirkaldy's rules for multiphase ternary diffusion, 13 but many other 
paths are also possible, as was illustrated in Figures 7, 8, and 9. - An 
interesting dissolution path for alloy C is shown. The matrix, which 
was all a phase at 750°C, is taken into a two-phase region at 975°C. 
The a should transform to a+y while the phosphide is dissolving. 
Event u a 11 y , on 1 y ex w i 11 rema i n • , 
· Equations (21), (22), and (24) were used to determine a dissolu-
tion time for alloy A at 975QC. The calculation was made for phos-
phorus, using the self2diffusion coefficient of phosphorus in iron, 16 
Figure l, and the boundary conditions in Figure 19. It was detenni ned 
, .. 
that a desirable amount of dissolution(~= 1.1 microns and a concen-
' 
I 
tration gradient 40 microns long) would occur in 30 minutes, a reason-
r·. able time. 
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' Figure 19. Proposed dissolution paths for the four alloys, A, B1 C, 
and D. 
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Finally, it soon, became apparent that to thoroughly understand the 
dissolution process, it would be necess.ary to study it in a system 
without overlappin·g diffusion gradients·, and where dissolution occurred 
by movement of a p 1 anar interface. The ref ore, it was decided to make 
diffusion couples to simulate thev four alloys chos·en. The composition 
of one-half of the couple would equal 'that of a matrix composition, 
Figure 19, and the composition of the other half would equal that of 
the corresponding precipitate. These diffusion couples, because of 
their semi -infinite nature, could then be heat treated for days, rather 
than 30 minutes. 
· · D-i ffus ion couples heat treated· in this -manne·r shou1 d yield th~~-
same information as precipitates dissolvin_g in a matrix, if both pro-
cesses are diffusion controlled. However, since the dissolution 
process is on a much larger scale (concentration gradients 1000 microns 
long)~ the errors involved in determining dissolution paths, interface ~ 
movement, and diffusion coefficients are minimized. 
-a·. · ALLOY PREPARATION 
.i,. . 
The four alloys chosen were induction melted from weighed quanti-
ties o~ the pure (99.999%) elements iron, nickel, and red phosphorus, 
Table II. The induction melting was performed in an alumina crucible, 
under an argon and hydrogen atmosphere (20:1 by.volume). The procedure 
was to melt the iron and nickel rods rapidly, so that the phosphorus 
· could be taken into solution as quickly as possible. Otherwise, sig-
ni-ficant amounts_ of phosphorus vapor were lost during melting, due to . . . 
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TABLE II 
IMPURITY LEVELS (PPM) DETERMINED BY SPECTROG·RAPHIC ANALYSIS 
OF THE MATERIAL USED IN THIS STUDY 
Ag 
Al 
Bi 
Ca 
Cd 
Co 
Cu 
Fe 
Mn 
Mg 
Ni 
Pb 
Si 
Zn 
.. 
*Actual Analysis 
**Typical Analysis 
I. . 
~~· ... , , . 
. ; ,, -....... _, 
Iron* 
l 
l 
1 
··2: •·' . 
. • 
'5: .. 
<1 
1 
Nickel* 
l 
l'··· 
2. 
3 .. 
<l 
2 
~ 
Phosphorus** 
10 
100 
.- ·so 
-· 
/.' 
..--;· 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
., 
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the ·1ow vaporization point of phosphorus. 
Once liquid, the melt was held about 100°C above the liquidus for 
five minute·s. ·A _good stirring action was always evident. The melt was 
I 
then cooled slowly to the liquidus, and then quickly to 50°C below the, 
solidus. It was held at this temperature for five minutes before 
turning off the induction furnace, and allowing the sample to cool to 
room temperature. This melting technique was found to minimize both 
the dendritic segregation and shrinkage porosity which form on cooling 
from the liquid. 
Each melted alloy was homogenized at 1100°C for four days, except 
for the Y sample which wa-s homogenized for ten days. To preve~t phos-
phorus vaporization and cross contamination _during homogenization, each 
alloy was placed in an alumina crucible, and separately vacuum (-200 
microns) encapsulated in clear fused quartz tubing. Upon completion of 
the homogenization heat treatment, the capsules were water quenched to 
room temperature. 
To insure complete homogeneity, each alloy was examined in the 
electron microprobe. At least 25 random point counts of phosphorus and 
nickel intensity were taken on "each alloy. The sample was considered 
;.: 
to be homogeneous if all of the point counts fell within the range 
r N + 3R, where N is the average number of counts for both phosphorus 
_ _,/., 
' 
and nickel. The sample wh.ich did not meet this criteria was discarded, 
and a new alloy was made. 
The N values detenni ned in the homogeneity test were used to de-
tenni ne ~he mean compositions of the alloys. Table III shows· the com-
' 
., positions of the four alloys which were made along with the 3l1r values. 
, 
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TABLE III 
ALLOY~ USED TO STUDY PRECIPITATE DISSOLUTION 
Nominal Actual 
+3fi Matrix . ±3fi . ' ' Ppt • '+3fi Alloy Comp. Comp. 1so0 c 750°c 
A 2.0 P 1. 93 P ±.04 P .87 P · ±.04 P 15. 52 P +.25 P 
B 2.0 P 1. 73 P +.04 P .• 90 P +.04 P 15.60 P ±.25 P 2.0 Ni 2.08 Ni +. 05 Ni 1 • 99 Ni +.0.4 Ni 2 097 Ni + .10 Ni 
C 2.0 P . 1. 90 P ±.04 P .93 P ±.04 P 15045 p ±.18 P 4.0 Ni 4.08 Ni + .07 Ni 3.99 Ni +. 07 Ni 5o 95 Ni + .14 Ni 
. 875°C 875°C 
D . 1.0 P 1.02 P +.05 P .63 P ±.03 P 15. 25 P ±.18 P 9.75 Ni· 9.75 Ni +. 15 Ni 9. 79 Ni . ±.15 Ni 8.16 Ni ±. 14 Ni 
TABLE IV 
DIFFUSION COUPLES AND CORRESPONDING DIFFUSION TIMES 
MATRIX SIDE . PRECIPITATE ,SIDE Diffusion (' Diffusion Mean 
+3/rf · 
Mean 
+3fi Time Couple Comp. C·omp.· (seconds) 
. 
AA .93 P ±.04 P 15.60 P ± .. 15 P 259,200 518 ~400 
BB 1 . 11 P +.04 P 15.58 P + .15 P 349,200 1. 99 Ni ±. 04 Ni 2. 99 Ni ±· 0.6 Ni 
,, 
,, • 45 P ±.04 P a· 2. 99 Ni ±.06 Ni 15.56 P ±.14 P cc 259,200 • 
.63 P ±.03 P 6.00 Ni ±.OS.Ni y·,4 26 Ni 
" . 
+. 07 Ni 
DD .80 P +.03 P 15.54 P ±.15 P 604,800 10.05 Ni ±.11 ·Ni 8.34 Ni. ±. 09 Ni 2,430~000 " 
~-
EE .80 P ±.03 P 15. 51 p +.15 P 779,200 10.05 Ni + .11 Ni 11 .16 Ni ±. 12 Ni 
. 
FF 15.60 P + .15 P 15.56 P ±.14 P 604,800 6.00 Ni ±.08 Ni 
-
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C. PRECIPITATE GROWTH AND DISSOLUTION TREATMENTS 
.. In order ~o grow equilibrium phosphides at 750°C, a step-cooling 
procedure was used.· The samples were first separately vacuum encapsu~ 
i ated, and then hea.t treated for one week at 875°C, one week at 825°C, 
and two weeks at 750°C. Figure 20 shows an example of the phosphi des 
which were grown by this procedure in alloy A. The phosphides in 
alloys Band C were similar, but it was not possible to avoid large 
scale nucle-ation of _fine precipitates in alloy D. Consequently, alloy 
D was reheated to 875°C for two weeks. Equilibrium phosphides at this 
· temperature, Figure 21, were used for the dissolution studies. 
The e 1 ectron mi cro_probe was used to detenni ne that the phosphi des 
were in equilibrium with their matrix. Phospho.rus and nickel intensity 
were carefully measured across the interface and to some depth in both 
the phosphide and matrix phase. No evidence of any gradients existed 
in the four alloys. The matrix and phosphide compositions were then 
detennined by at least. 25 point counts in each phase. These composi-
tions are also listed in Table III, with the corresponding Y'Nvalues. 
Once equilibrium precipirtates had been grown, the samples were cut 
into small sections (l/4 11 x 1/4" x 1/16 11 ) with a water-cooled diamond 
cut-off wheel. A section was prepared for dissolution ·treatment by 
wrapping it with tantalum foil to the bead of a calibrated Pt vs. Ptl3% 
,, Rd thermocouple, traceable to a certifi_ed National Bureau of Standards 
thermocouple. , The tantalum foil was wrapped in such a way that it fit 
b.~tween the thermocouple protection tube, and an outer fused silica 
tube, holding the section firmly against the thermocouple bead .• ·The 
'. 
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(280x) 
Figure 20. Phosphides in equilibrium with a phase at 750°C in alloy A. 
(280x) 
Figure 21. Phosphides in equilibrium with Y phase at 875°C in alloy D. 
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thennocouple could then be used to move the section in and out of the 
furnace, and also monitor its temperature on a chart recorder. · 
A. diffusion furnace with a 211 long cons·tant temperature zone was 
used for- the dissolution treatments. During the treatments, argon flow_ 
~ 
' w-as mai"ntained through·- the furnace. Therefore, the thermocouple· was 
first used to detennine when steady s·tate had been reached, and the 
temperature zone was at 975 ± 2°c. 
Because of the short temperature zone in the diffusion furnace, a 
steep temperature gradient was present in the rest of the furnace. 
Therefore, it was poss·ible to heat the sections to the temperature at 
which the phosphides were in equilibrium with their matrix, 750°C or 
875°C, before heating to 975°C. The section to be reheated, wrapped to 
the thermocouple, was pushed into the furnace to where the temperature 
was 750°C (875°C for alloy D). After one minute at this temperature, 
for equilibration, the section was pushed into the temperature zone. 
With the aid of a chart recorder (with 5 mv full scale: 1/6411 chart ~ 
l°C), it was determined that 974°C was reached in exactly six minutes. 
Figure 22 shows a typical time vs. temperature curve obtained from re-
heating alloy A for ten minutes. 
A correction for the diffusion that occurs during heating of a 
diffusion couple to temperature is: 7 
t . 
- of = I D(t)dt 
0 . 
(44) 
where IT·is the diffusion coefficient at the diffusing temperatu~e, f is 
the equivalent time at ·this temperature, and the integral tenn repre-
sents a graphical integration of the diffusion coefficient as a 
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Figure 22. Typical· time vs. temperature curve for a ten minute di sso 1 uti on treatment obtained from reheating a 11 oy A. 
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function of temperature over the time it took to reach the diffusing 
temperature. Although application of this equation is not exact for 
dissolution studies, because .of changing interface compositions, it can 
be used as an approximation~ 
. ' 
A graphical integr~tion for the time-temperature curve in Figure 
22, using 0(2. 20% P), Figure 1, revealedth~t the first six minutes of 
the dissolution treatment is equivalent to fiNe minutes and one second 
at 975°C. Using this approximatjon, one extra minute was allowed for 
all __ dissolution treatments, i.e., precipitates given a ten_ minute dis-
solution treatment were actually in the temperature zone eleven 
minutes. 
Dissolution times of 5, 10, 20, and 30 minutes were used for all 
four alloys. At the end of a dissolution treatment, the thermocouple 
and section were quickly removed from the furnace and water quenched. 
Da DIFFUSION COUPLE PREPARATION AND HEAT TREATMENTS 
The material used for diffusion couples was melted using the same c 
technique as for the alloys. Diffusion couples were made with the 
composition of one-half of the couple approximating that of a matrix 
composition in Table III, and the composition of the other half approxi-
mating that of the corresponding precipitate. This---was done so that 
_ phosphide dissolution in the diffusion couples would approximate disso-
lution of the precipi.tates in the four alloys. These couples, AA, BB, 
CC, and DD, and the times of their heat treatments are given in Table 
' 
IV. A diffusion couple, EE, was also made with the same Y composition 
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as couple DD, but with higher nickel content in the phosphid~. 
~ The times for dissolution in the diffusion couples were much 
longer than those for dissolution of the precipitates, because of the 
' semi-infinite nature of the diffusion couples, and the lack of over-
1 apping gradients. Concentration profiles on the order of 1000 microns 
were obtained in the diffusion couples, whereas dissolution gradients 
of 30~~ microns from the dissolving precipitates began to overlap. 
Extra· care had to be taken when melting the phosphides, because of 
the low vaporization point of phosphorus. The pure phosphorus was 
positioned in the alumina crucible, on top of the iron and nickel rods, 
in such a way that surface contact was minimized. This was best 
achieved when large chunks of phosphorus were used. Once again, the 
iron and nickel were melted as quickly as possible to take the phos-
phorus into solution. A small amount of phosphorus was always lost, 
but this was compensated for by increasing the weight of the phqsphorus 
., 
by one percent relative before melti'ng. 
The phosphi des were homogenized at 975°C for six days. After 
homogenization, some amount of second phase was always present, but 
only phosphi des with less than one percent sec;:ond phase were used for 
the diffusion couples. 
The diffusion couple material was cut into parallel slices l/811 x 
1/4" and 2 mm deep, and mounted in lucite. They were hand polished 
through 600 grit. paper, and then polished 'With 3 micron Metadi diamond 
paste on an oil-lubricated nylon lap. The final polish was by hand 
with 1/4 micron diamond paste on a microcloth. 
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> 
The polished slices were examined for homogeneity in the electron 
microprobe in the same manner as the alloys. If homogeneous, the 
polished slices were carefully broken out of the mounts, and placed in 
an ultrasonic cleaner in a beaker of· acetone. Care was taken to insure 
that any particles of lucite on the slices were completely dissolved i-n 
the acetone. The slices were then carefully clamped in stainless steel 
clamps, along with a spacer of nickel. The nickel spacer was used to 
insure pressure on the couple at the diffusion temperature by providing 
thermal expansion. The clamp coul_d not be tigh~ened very much, or the 
phosphide cracked apart under the pressure. 
' Several unsuccessful attempts were made to bond the diffusion 
couples at 550°C for one hour. Therefore, it was decided to bond the 
couples at the diffusion temperature in the clamps. This was done for 
the first hour of the diffusion experiment, at which time the bonded 
couple was removed from the clamp, and re-encapsulated for the re-
mainder of the diffusion experiment. A couple was considered bonded if 
it did not break apart when dropped on a tabl·e. 
-
During the one hour bonding, a square inch of tantalum foil was 
placed in the quartz capsule to act as a getter for contaminants vapor-
izing from the stainless steel clamp. Two small pieces of tantalum 
foil were also placed between the twp contact points of the clamp and 
• 
• I the diffusion couple, to prevent bonding of the tlamp to.the couple. 
A diffusion coup1e, FF, was 4lso made with two phosphides of dif-
ferent nickel compositions, to obtain nickel diffusion coefficients in 
the phosphide phase. Unfortunately, it was not possible to bond this· ~ 
. 
couple with the same procedure used for the other diffusion couples •. 
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However, a technique was developed which successfully callsed bonding, 
using r.f~ sputtering. 
On each of the two halves of the phosphide vs. phosphide diffusion 
couple, a 1000 ~ thin film of pure iron was deposited by r. f. sput-
. . 0 
tering from a pure iron target at a rate of 100 A/min. A typical r.f • 
. diode sputtering system was employed, with the deposition conditions of 
1.6 watts/cm2 input power, 2.00 Kev average argon ion energy, and 2.9 x 
. -3 
10 torr argon pressure. The thin film deposited consisted of very 
fine crystallites~ and confonned to the sample topography, having ex-
cellent adherence to the sample. These characteristics pennitted 
bonding of the phosphides in an hour at the diffusion temperature; at 
which time the clamp was removed, and the couples were re-encapsulated 
. 
· for the remainder of the diffusion experiment. 
For the diffusion couple heat treatments, a Lindberg Hevi-Duty 
furnace, capab 1 e of mai ntai ni ng an 811 temperature zone ±2°C, was used. 
All heat treatments were monitored with the calibrated thennocouple and 
chart recorder used for the precipitate dissolution treatments. At the 
end of the heat treatments, the capsules were water quenched to room 
temperature. 
Diffusion couples were prepared for microprobe examination by 
mounting them in lucite perpendicular to the interface.· Before the 
final polish, approximately l/8 11 was polished away to remove any ef-
fects of surface diffusion. 
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'E. MICROPROBE TECHNIQUES 
All samples prepared for microprobe analysis were polished through 
·.il 
1/4 micron diamond paste, and carbon coated for electron conduction. 
An ARL electron mi crop robe was used for the analysis, w.i th the oper-
ati n~ voltage s~t at 20 KV. Nickel and phosphorus Ka intensity were 
measured sim.ultaneously with a LiF crystal on spectrometer 1 and an ADP 
crystal on spectrometer 2. The RAP crystal in the third spectrometer 
was used to measure iron La. Measurement of this intensity, however, 
proved it to be erratic, so only phosphorus and nickel intensities were 
.used. 
For studying phosphide precipitates, a compromise had to be made 
between high count rates (high sample currents) and a small spot size 
.(low sample currents). Therefore, a sample current of 0.05 microamps 
was used. To examine interfaces and concentration gradients in the 
equilibrium and dissolved alloys, the precipitate interfaces were posi-
tioned parallel to spectrometer 2, where phosphorus Ka intensity was 
being measured. The samples were not physically moved under the beam, 
but instead the beam was deflected electrostatically. This pennitted 
-taking point counts (20 seconds;··point) in 1/4 micron steps across an 
interface, and in one micron steps in either phase, simply by changing 
magnifications on the CRT display. The beam was never deflected more 
than 35 microns from the center. This amount of deflection was .deter-
. ' 
mined not to affect the x-ray intensity, by tests on the nickel and 
. phosphorus standards. Any· gradients longer than 70 microns were taken. 
in parts, and late~ matched together. 
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' Al thou·gh ,,1 / 4 micron steps taken across an interface produced beam 
overlap, this procedure made it possible to characterize the interface 
wel 1. · Det.ermi nation of "d" for an equilibrium phosphide, Figure 16, 
:' 
was then more accurate than if larger steps had been taken.· The values 
of "d" were detennined for phosphides in all four equilibrated alloys.· 
Diffusion couples were analyzed by mechanically moving the samples 
perpendicular to the interface, without ·regard for spectrometer orien-
tation.·· Sample current w·as increased to 0.10 microamps, so that a 
minimum of 10,000 counts could be obtained in the 20 second counting 
time. Mechanical line scans of nickel and phosphorus x-ray intensity 
were taken in at least three separate places, perpendicular to the 
interface. If the mechanical scans superimposed, at least 60 data 
points were taken along the diffusion profile, with one micron steps 
being used to cross the interface. A minimum of three sets of data 
were taken for each diffusion couple. 
Homogeneous alloys of iron and nickel, which had been chemically 
analyzed, were used as nickel standards. These alloys are listed in 
Table V. The alloy with the nickel composition closest to the sample 
being analyzed was always used. Background for nickel was obtained I 
from a pure iron standard. 
A large particle of schreibersite in the meteorite Canyon Diablo 
was used as a phosphorus standard. It was analyzed with nickel and 
iron Ka intensity, and homogeneous alloys of.iron and nickel. The 
·phosphorus content was· then assumed to be that which would make the 
schreibersite stoichiometri-c, which was 15.32 weight percent, Table V. 
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TABLE V 
'STANDA.RDS USED FOR MICROPROBE ANALYSIS 
Nickel Standards: 
l ) Fe, 5.17+.02 wt.% Ni 
2) Fe, 10.34+.02 wt.% Ni 
3) Fe, 15.17±.03 wt.% Ni 
Phosphorus Standard: 
15.32±.15 wt.% P 
47.51±.46 wt.% Fe 
37.17+.36 wt.% Ni 
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Background· intensity for phosphorus was always obtained from the nickel· 
standard being used in the analysis. 
-X-ray intensity from the standards was taken at least every 90. 
minutes. In order to closely monitor instrument drift, sample current 
was digitized and printed out with each point count. 
F. DATA HANDLING 
Phosphorus and nickel intensity' were recorded on teletype tape. 
This tape was fed into a remote terminal of a CDC 6400 computer, ·with 
. 
. a small program, which transferred the intensity data onto punched 
computer cards. These cards were fed into Goldstein and Camella's ZAF 
correction program, ~6 along with standard intensity data, so that 
weight percentages could be obtained. The flexibility of this program 
allowed iron to be fed in as a third element, so its presence would 
affect the correction procedures for phosphorus and nickel. The final 
C(?rrected compositions always totaled between 99 and 101 weight per-
cent, with the iron composition assumed to account for most of the 
error. 
Nickel and phosphorus concentration profiles were plotted for the 
reheated phosphides. Where necessary, par~s of the profiles were 
~-
matched together to obtain the best fit of overlapping points. 
Composition vs. distance data for the diffusion couples was hand. 
plotted on large grid (1 11 by 111 ) tracing paper. If the separate curves 
from a diffusion couple superimposed within statistical limits, a com-
posite curve was drawn. 
. I 
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To. detennine the amount of interface movement, squares were -
counted under the composite curve. Similarly, areas necessary for 
detennining diffusion coefficients were obtained by counting squares. 
Finally, slopes were drawn which had the best visual fit at points on 
the composite curve where diffusion coefficients were to be detenni ned. 
G. COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
Both the exact, closed-form solution, 10 equations (21)-(24), and 
the finite-difference technique, 30 equations (34)-(36), for phosphide 
dissolution were programmed for a CDC 6400 digital computer. These 
programs are listed and documented in Appendix I and II, respectively. 
Both programs calculate interface movement and concentration pro-
files in the two phases as a function of time and temperature. The 
closed-form solution is for the semi-infinite case, whereas the numeri-
-cal method solution is for a finite system. 
The equations in both programs were solved twice. First, boundary 
con di ti ons for phosphorus and the major diffusion coefficient for phos-
phorus in iron were used. The equations were then solved with nickel 
boundary conditions and nickel ternary diffusion coefficients. These 
results were compared for agreement of interface movement. 
Finally, results of these programs were compared to the experi.-
menta l -"data. 
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PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
,;· ·: 
A. PHOSPHIDE PRECIPITATES 1 
The metallography of the .equilibrium phosphides used to study the 
~dissolution process will be presented. Microprobe data will then be 
presented for reheated phosphides in each alloy. Finally, use of the 
convolution technique discussed earlier will be demonstrated to deter-
mine interface compositions and steep concentration gradients in the 
reheated a 11 oys • 
Meta 11 ography .Qf the Egui 1 i bri um Precipitates: The structure of the 
phosphides which were grown in equilibrium with their matrix are shown 
i·n Figure 23. The morphology of the phosphides grown in the a phase 
(Figure 23a, b, c) ha~ changed with increasing nickel content. In 
addition, larger and fewer phosphides are present in the a phase alloys 
- ,,, 
. 
with higher nickel contents. This is probably due to the fact that 
additions of nickel have suppressed the nu~leation of phosphides. 
The phosphides in equilibrium with Y phase (Figure 23d) are much 
. smaller than those in equilibrium with a. This can be attributed to 
th.e slower phosphorus d~ffusion coefficient in the Y phase. 15 
Metallography and Mi crop robe Trace·s .Qf Reheated Precipitates: A po 1-
i shed section of alloy A, which had been reheated for 30 minutes at 
. 975°C, showed that all but a- few phosphi des had completely dissolved. 
-68-
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(72x) 
a) Alloy A (l.93%P, 0%Ni) 
(72x) 
c) A 11 oy C ( 1 • 90%P, 4. 08%Ni ) 
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(72x) 
b) Alloy B (l.73%P, 2.08%Ni) 
(280x) 
d) Alloy D (l .02%P, 9~75%Ni) 
Figure 23. a), b), c) Phosphides in equilibrium with a phase at 750°C; 
d) Phosphides in equilibrium with Y phase at 875°C. 
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.·.· .. ' , A similar heat treatment for 20 minutes did not dissolve as many phos-
phides, but microprobe analysis of the undissolved phosphides revealed 
that their diffusion gradients severely overlapped each other. Phos-
ph.i des reheated for 5 minutes at 975d C and examined with the mi crop robe 
were found to be ideal for eliminating overlapping diffusion gradients. 
/ 
' However, more than 5 minutes is ~equired to ·reach the dissolution temp-
erature.(Figure 22). Therefore, phosphides which had a dissolution 
... 
time of 10 minutes were examined quantitatively with the electron 
mi croprobe. 
At least three phosphides were examined in each alloy. Only phos-
phides which appeared to be sufficiently removed from the diffusion 
gradients of other phosphides were examined. The three-dimensionality 
of the phosphides in the matrix, however, made the selection of such 
phosphides extremely difficult. In addition, only phosphides which 
appeared to dissolve by movement of a planar interface, rather than an 
irregular one, were examined. The structure of the phosphides which 
seemed to present the clearest picture of the dissolution process in 
each alloy is shown in Figure 24.· The arrow across the phosphide 
represents the direction of the microprobe trace. 
The phosphides examined in alloys A and B (Figure 24a, b) appear 
to be thin plates, so microprobe data was taken perpendicular to the 
interfaces. This data is shown in Figures 25 and 26, resp~ctively. 
The phosphorus d_ata has been connected, with interfaces ·drawn to repre-
sent the size of the .phosphides in Figure 24. The phosphorus compo-
sition to the right of the precipitate in Figure 25 approaches the 
initial matrix value of .87 percent. Howeve_r, the matrix on the left 
.I 
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(280x). (280x) 
a) Alloy A b) Alloy B 
' \ 
(280x) (750x) 
c) Alloy C d) Alloy D 
Figure 24. Phosphides which have been partially dissolved by reheating 
to 975°C for ten minutes. 
( 
T~e arrows represent the direction of the microprobe traces for the phosphides which were analyzed. 
The concentration gradient to the left of the phosphides is 
referred to as L, and to the right as R. 
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side is enriched with phosphorus. This is apparently due to the dif-
fusion gradient of the phosphide to the left and slightly below the 
phosphide which was analyzed (Figure 24a). 
The matrix is also enriched in phosphorus on both sides.of the 
. 
reheated precipitate in alloy B (Figure 26). The nickel composition, 
however, comes down to the initial matrix composition of 1.99 percent,. 
at a distance of approximately ten microns from the interface •. 
The .reheated phosphide analyzed in alloy C (Figure 24c) also 
\ 
a~pears to be a thin plate. The microprobe data for this phosphide is 
shown in Figure 27, with interfaces also drawn to represent the size of 
the Y particles. As expected, the a matrix has transformed to a+ Y 
upon reheating to 975°C. The a matrix, which was one phase before re-
heating, initially contained .93 percent phosphorus and 3.99 percent 
nickel. The a now present is enriched in phosphorus and depleted in 
nickel, while the opposite is true for the Y. 
Figure 28 illustrates the process which has occurred· for phos-
phides dissolving in alloy C. A dissolution time of 5 minutes (Figure 
28a) shows that the a-+ a+ Y transformation is complete. However, 
there are no Y particles within 10-15 microns of the dissolving phos-
phides, although the a matrix in this region should have transformed to 
a+ Y. The reason for the lack of Yin the vicinity of the phosphides 
is that the dissolving phosphides are adding phosphorus to the matrix. 
' The addition of phosphorus to the y phase transforms it to the higher 
phosphorus a phase. During this process, the nickel redistributes it-
self accordingly. As the phosphides in alloy C continue to dissolve, 
and add phosphorus to the matrix, the Y .phase continues to dissolve. 
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(280x) (280x) 
a) t - 5 minutes b) t = 1 O minutes 
' ' (280x) (280x) 
c) t = 20 minutes d) t = 30 minutes 
Figure 28. Phosphides in alloy C which have been partially dissolved 
at 975°C. 
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This can be see11 in Figure28b, for the dissolution time of 10 minutes, 
where no Y is present within 20-22 microns of the dissolving phosphides. I 
The Y continues to dissolve as the phosphides continue to dissolve 
{Figure 28c, d). No Y is present within 25-28 microns from the phos-
phi des for a dissolution time .of 20 minutes, and within 28-32 microns / 
. / 
from the phosphides for a dissolution time of 30 minutes. ( 
\ 
. '·) 
Figure 29 shows the microprobe data for tne reheated phosphide i~ 
alloy D {Figure 24d). No nickel gradients are immediately evident in 
the phosphide or y phase. The phosphorus composition to the left of 
the precipitate approaches the initial matrix value of .63 percent, but 
> 
the matrix· to the right is enriched in phosphorus. 
Application of the Convolution Technique:. The electron beam convolu-
-tion technique discussed in the Background Section was used to deter-
mine the phosphorus and nickel discontinuities at the phosphide inter-
faces. The effective probe diameter d, Figure 16, was detennined on 
equilibrium precipitates in each alloy. For an operating potential of 
20 KV, it was measured as 0.60 ± .05 microns, for both nickel and 
phosphorus in all four alloys. Applying the convolution technique to 
the interfaces drawn for alloy A in Figure 25, with d = 0.60 microns, 
results in the smoothed profile shown in Figure 30. Thfs profile is 
• 
the result of convoluting the electron beam at 0.2 micron intervals 
with the predicted concentration profile. Since the measured values 
agree very well with the convoluted profile, the predicted concentra-
tion profile is correct. 
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The phosphorus interfaces drawn for alloy B in Figure 26 are also 
correct. This is shown in Figure 31, where the measured phospho_rus 
values agree very well with the phosphorus convoluted profile •. How-
ever, the convoluted profile for the prediction of a similar disconti-
nuity in nickel does not agree with the measured data. Therefore, a _ 
smaller nickel discontinuity must exist at the interface, and a nickel 
gradient must be present in the phosphide. A new nickel concentration 
profile was predicted by first extrapolating the nic,kel g.radient in the 
/ 
. 
a phase to the phosphide interface, whose position was determined by 
the phosphorus concentration profile. A tie~line extrapolated from the 
975°C isotherm of the phase diagram was then used to detennine the 
amount of nickel discontinuity expected at the interface. A disconti-
-nuity of .10 percent was determined. Finally, the nickel gradient in 
the phosphide was determined by using the nickel data in the phosphide 
near the interface, and extrapolating the gradient to the interface 
value detennined by the discontinuity at the interface. This predic-
tion proved to be correct, as shown by the results of the convolution 
i n _ Fi g u re 3 2 • 
Figure 33 shows that a similar prediction for the nickel profile 
is valid for the reheated precipitate in alloy C. The predicted nickel 
discontinuity at the interface in this case was .• 30 percent. Appli-
·-
cation of the convolution technique to the measured data for the re-
heated precipitate in alloy D ;·s shown in Figure 34. The nickel .,con-
centration profile appears to be a step at the interface, with no 
nickel gradients present in either phase. Although microprobe data is 
presented for only one- reheated· precipitate in each alloy, the 
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Figure 31. Application of the convolution technique to the microprobe 
data in Figure 26. 
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Figure 32. Application of the c9nvolution technique to the nickel data in Figure 26, assuming a nickel discontinuity of .10% at 
§ the int~rface, and a nickel gradient in the phosphide. 
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microprobe results of the other precipitates which _were analyzed are 
simi 1 ar. 
" Use of the convolution technique. has permitted an accurate deter-
" 
mination of interface compositions.- These values, along with the . 
initial matrix and precipitate compositions, are listed in Table VI. 
-With this infonnation, and knowledge of the concentration gradients in 
both phases, the dissolution paths can be constructed on the 975°C. 
isothenn. Figure 35 shows the initial precipitate and matrix compo- · 
sitions, indicated by the crosses, and the dissolution paths which were 
observed. 
Two dissolution paths are shown for alloy C in Figure 35 near the 
two phase a+ Y region. On the left side (L) of the phosphide in 
Figure 24c, a small Y particle was intersected by the microprobe trace 
at a distance of approximately 20 microns from the phosphide interface. 
This is as close as Y existsifto the phosphides for the dissolution time 
of 10 minutes. Ih fact, this small· Y particle is almost completely 
dissolved. Intersecting a y particle at the closest distance to the 
a/phosphide interface at which Y exists results in a path such as Lin 
Figure· 35. There is a gradient in they closest to the interface, and 
in the a phase on both sides of it. On the right side (R) of the phos-
phide in Figure 24c, the Y particles which are closest to the a/phos-
phide interface we.re not intersected by the probe trace. By the time 
the first Y particle was intersected, no gradient was, present in the a, 
and equilibrium a._+ Y_ existed. This path is represented by R in Figure 
35. Other phosphides examined in alloy C revealed that any path be-
tween R "and L could be followed, depending. on the closeness of the Y 
~. ' 
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TABLE VI ,,. 
er 
INITI~L AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR PHOSPHIDE DISSOLUTION 
Alloy 
A 
B 
C 
D 
. 
' 
IN THE FOUR ALLOYS 
. ,. ,c,.,-,~_._,..i,,e.- -~. ___ .:_· __ • ;. .. -. - •··. _ _,. •. 
Initial Conditions · 
c•Ph c• a. 
15.60 P .87 P 
15.58 P . 90 P 
2. 97 Ni l . 99 Ni 
15.56 P .93 P 
5. 95 Ni 3. 99 Ni 
C1 Ph c· y 
15.54 P .63 P 
· 8.16 Ni 9. 79 Ni 
.. 
·. ,~ ... ', .. .: 
,. ,• 
,. 
Interface Values 
C II 
' 
15.60 P 
15.58 P 
2.35 Ni 
15.56 P 
4. 50 Ni 
C" 
15.54 P 
8. 16 Ni 
:,_ 
\ 
c• 
2 .14 P 
2 .20 P . 
2 .25 Ni 
2e25 P 
4.20 Ni 
c· 
1 .. 05 P 
9. 79 Ni 
' 
'1 .. ~ ~ 
'·I· 
.. 
. --- ~ -- - - ~ -·- . --- - -
,; 
• 
,. 
. ' 
.. .. . ......... 
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particle to the phosphide interface. For example, if the microprobe 
trace on the right side of the phosphide in Figure 24c had been about 
• 
a micron higher, the first Y particle would ha-ve been met sooner. This 
would have resulted in a path slightly to the right of R in Figure 35, 
but not as far over as L. 
The di sso l uti on path drawn for a 11 oy D in Figure 35 cannot be the 
_actual path, since it vi-olates one of Kirkaldy's rules 13 for ternary 
multiphase diffusion. Namely, the path which is drawn never crosses 
the straight line connecting the tenninal compositions. Therefore, the 
actual path followed by alloy Dis probably close to the one drawn in 
Figure 35, but because of the small changes in nickel content, it was 
not.able to be determined· exactly. 
Although dissolution paths have been accurately determined for the 
reheated precipitates in alloys A, B, C, and. D, several attempts to 
determine interface movements and diffusion coefficients were unsuc-
cessful. · This was mainly due to the three-dimensionality of the pre-
cipitates in the matrix, and overlapping diffusion gradients. Fortu-
nately, these problems were eliminated with the diffusion couples. 
B. DIFFUSION COUPLES 
In this section, metallography and concentration vs. distance 
profiles for several diffusion couples will be presented. In addition, 
-interface movements and diffusion coefficients determined from all the 
couples will be given. 
.~ 
l 
-~·. 
i . 
M-etallography .Q.f. the Diffusion Couples: The binary diffusion couple AA 
(Fe 3P vs. a), which had a dissolution time of 518,400 seconds at 975°C, 
is shown metallographically in Figure 36. The photomicrograph illus-
trates the planar interface movement { ~ = 37. l mi cro.ns) which was 
typical of the diffusion couples- in this study. The phosphide side of 
the couple contains fairly large holes on the polished surface. This 
is largely due to polishing the brittle phosphide phase, and is not 
large amounts of porosity in the bulk material. Therefore, phosphides 
. which were to be bonded to form diffusion couples were polished for 
long periods (approximately 30 minutes) with 6 micron diamond paste. 
This procedure was found to· reduce the number and size of the holes on 
the polished surface . 
. The two-phase a + Y sample which was bonded to a phosphide sample, 
in order to form diffusion couple CC, is shown in Figure 37. Before 
bonding, the a+ ·y sample was heat treated at 975°C for ten days. 
Microprobe analysis revealed that the a and y were in equilibrium at 
this temperature. Figure 38 shows diffusion couple CC after a disso-
lution time of 259,200 seconds at 975~C. In addition to the phosphide 
interface movement(~= 31.7 microns), they has dissolved up to a dis-
tance of approximately 350 microns from the a/phosphide interface. 
Diffusion couple FF [F~ 3P vs. (FeNi) 3P], which had a dissolution 
time of 604,800 seconds at 975°C, is shown metallographically in Figure 
.•, 
- . 39. Although the couple appeared to be bonded, after the one hour 
bonding treatment, and at the end ~f the diffusion experiment, a large 
crack approximately 20 microns in width is present along the surface 
· where the two phosphid·es were initially joined. 
r 
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(72x) 
Figure 36. Diffusion Couple AA 
(t =· 518,400 seconds, 
~ = 37.l microns) 
(72x) 
Figure 38. Diffusion Couple CC 
(t = 259,200 seconds, 
~ = 31.7 microns) 
. ;_ 
(72x) · 
Figure 37. a+ Yin equilibrium 
at 975°C. 
(72x) 
Figure 3~. Diffusion Couple FF 
(t = 604,800 seconds) · 
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Interface Movements: The phosphorus and nickel composition vs. dis-
.. ,tance profiles for the three separate mi crop robe traces of diffusion 
·couples.AA, BB, DD, and EE all sllpe_rimposed, within· statistical vari-
ations of the x-ray count.s. Therefore, composite profiles were drawn· 
for each of these couples. The composite profiles for diffusion 
couples BB and EE are shown in Figure·s 40 and 41, respectively, with 
the interface values C11 and C' indicated for each element.·. 
A mass balance was performed on the composite profiles drawn for 
p~osphorus, in order to determine the original position of the a/ 
phosphide (or y/phosphide) interface. The amount of interface movement, 
~' was then obtained. The interface movements detennined for the five 
' diffusion couples in which phosphide dissolution occurred are listed 
in Table VII, and shown in Figure 42. A mass balance was obtained on 
diffusion couple CC, Figure 38, by assuming the a near the a/phosphide 
interface had an initial phosphorus composition equal to the bulk 
phosphorus 8content. However, since y particles were intersected by the 
three microprobe traces at different distances from the a/phosphide 
interface, a mass balance had to be performed on each of the three 
separate phosphorus composition vs. distance profiles. The three 
va-lues of interface movement detennined are listed in Table VII, with 
1: the average va 1 ue s-hown in Figure· 42. 
The phosphorus initial and boundary conditions observed in the 
.. "'. ' 
five diffusion couples where dissolution occurred are listed in Table 
VII. cph and C~ (or C~} are the initial concentrations in the phos- · 
phide and a (or y) phases,. respectively. C" and C' are the correspond-
ing interface values during dissolution (Figures 40 and 41). The 
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TABLE VII 
r: . 
:: . 
, 
... 
PHOSPHIDE DISSOLUTION IN THE DIFFUSION COUPLES 
PHOSPHORUS 
Initial and ' 
--
' Boundary Conditions 
D Oiffusion Time ~ . C _I = C II C' C1 (C 1 ) Ap~arent Couple (seconds) (microns) Ph a. y y (cm /sec) 
259,200 26. 9 + 1 2 .83 X 10- 9 AA 15.60 2 .18 .93 .04964 518,400 37 .1 + l 2.70x 10- 9 
' 
BB 329,200 34 .3 ± 1 15. 58 - 2.22 1 . 11 .04454 4.24x10- 9 
31 .0 + l 
' cc 259,200 32 .0 + 1 15.56 2.25 
32 .3 + l 
604,800 2. 59 +. 5 1.94 X lQ-lO DD 15.54 l . 11 .80 .01196 2,4309000 5 0 91 +. 5 2o5l X 10- 10 
EE 779,200 2. 80 +. 5 15.52 l . 11 .80 .01197 1.76x10-10 
. 
' 
NICKEL 
Initial Conditions Boundary Conditions 
Diffusion 
C'Ph c· C" c· Couple y 
EE 11 . 16 10.05 10.20 12.60 
\--
. 
. --- ~.-· -~--
i·. 
.,,. ' 
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r 
values of c• were obtained by extrapolating the phosphorus gradient in 
the a (or Y) phase to the a/phosphide (or Y/phosphide) interface. The 
initial and boundary conditions for nickel are also shown in Table VII 
,, 
c' 
for diffusion coup 1 e EE. The va 1 ues of C11 and C • were obtained by ex-
trapolating the nickel gradient in the phosphide and Y phases, respec-
tively, to the Y/phosphide interface. 
Diffusion Coefficients: Th~ Boltzmann-Matano method described in the 
Background section was used to detennine diffusion coefficients in all 
the diffusion couples. Th~ binary Fe-P diffusion coefficients deter-
mined from couple AA for the two diffusion times are listed in Table 
VIII. The average values of these coefficients are shown in Figure 43. 
Also shown are the binary Fe-P diffusion coefficients detennined by 
Heyward. 15 The error bar indicates the accuracy of the data. It is 
clear that 5Fea increases with increasing phosphorus contents. 
:··· ,.- To obtain ternary major diffusion coefficients in the Fe-Ni-P 
system from a straightforward Boltzmann-Matano analysis, it is neces-
sary to assume that the cross coefficients are negligible·, i.e., 
Fe Fe DNiP ~ DPNi ~ _O. Fortunately, Heyward has shown that these coeffi-
cients are consistently 1 to 2 orders of magnitude less than their 
corresponding major coefficients at 1100°C. 15 Therefore, the assump-
tion that the cross coefficients are negligible at 975°C was made, and 
the Boltzmann-Matano analysis was applied to the couples. Table IX 
GOntains the major diffusion coefficients detennined from diffusion 
couples BB and CC. The values of the major diffusion coefficient for 
phosphorus are shown in Figure 43. Although 10 percent error bars are 
\ 
.. 
•. 
-
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TABLE VIII 
BINARY FE-P DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS IN THE a. PHASE AT 975°C 
Atomic -
5Fe a x l O 9 Percent Diffusion Diffusion Phosphorus (cm 2/sec) Couple Time 
2.20 1.58 AA 259,200 
2.20 2.03" · AA 518,400 
2.40 2.02 AA 259,200 
" 2.40 2.29 AA- 518,400 
2.60 ! 2.41 AA 259,200 ·1 
2.60 2.41 AA 518,400 
2.80 2.72 AA 259,200 
2.80 I 2.52 AA 518,400 
3.00 2.98 AA 259,200 
3.00 2.66 AA 518,400 
3.20 3.18 AA 259,200 
3.20 2.83 AA 518,400 
3.30 2.90 AA 518,400 
3.40 3.33 AA 259,200 
TABLE IX 
TERNARY MAJOR DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS IN THE a. PHASE AT 975°C 
Atomic Atomic 
Percent Percent Diffusion Coefficient Diffusion Phosphorus Nickel X l O 9 (cm 2/sec) Couple 
2.60 l . 90 0Fea. pp 2.49 BB 
2 .ao- 1 . 91 0Fe a. pp 2.94 BB 
3.00 l. 92 0Fe a. pp 3.38 BB 
3.20 1 . 95 I 0Fe a pp 3. 73 - BB 
3.40 2 .01 0Fe a r----- 3.98 BB pp 
3.50 3.83 0Fea pp 4.72 cc 
3.20 l . 95 Fe Cl DNiNi .775 BB 
3.55 3 .85 Fe a. DNiNi .783 cc 
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Figure 43. Major diffusion coefficient for phosphorus in the a phase 
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shown for these coefficients, a 20 percent error is associ a.ted with the 
diffusion. coefficients determined from diffusion couple cc. 
Table X contains the major diffusion coefficients for phosphorus 
detennined in the y phase from diffusion couples DD and EE. The 
average values are plotted in Figure 44. Table XI contains the major 
diffusion coefficients for nickel, D~rNi, detennined in the phosphide 
phase from diffusion couple FF [Fe 3~ vs. ·(FeNi)3 P with 5 atomic percent 
.. 
nickel]. ~ 
. Application .2f the Closed-form Solution,: For diffusion couples AA and 
DD, the relationship between interface movement and time as shown in 
,, 
Figure 42 is parabolic. A similar relationship can be assumed for dif-
fusion couples BB, CC, and EE. Also, the major diffusion coefficient 
for phosphorus is not a strong function of composition in either the a 
(Figure 43) or y (Figure 44) ~hase over the small phosphorus and nickel · 
composition ranges being considered. Therefore, if the phosphorus dif-
fusion coefficient is assumed independent of composition, the exact, 
closed-form solution 9 discussed in the Background section can be used 
to describe the interface movement. The solution is simplified because 
there is no phosphorus gradient in the phosphide phase. In such a case, 
the secpnd term on the left hand side of equation (24) becomes equal to 
zero, s i nee CPh = C11 • Equation ( 24) . then reduces to: 
( 
C11 -C 1 
c•-c• a 
Irr yeY· 2 [1-erf (Y)] = 1 
which allows y to be detennined from the phosphorus initial and 
. (45) 
' 
. 1 
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TABLE X 
TERNARY MAJOR DIFF,USION COEFFICIENTS IN 'THE y PHASE· AT 975°C-
Atomic Atomic DFe y X 10 1 o Diffusion 
. Percent Percent Diffusion Time pp Phosphorus Ni eke l (cm 2/sec) Couple {seconds) 
. l .60 9.55 1. 25 DD 604,800 
' l .160 9.55 1 .26 . DD 2,430,000 
' l .60 9.55 
·-
l .34 EE 779,200 
-
1.70 9.55 1.48 DD 604,800 
1.70 9.55 1.79 DD 2,430,000 
. . 
l. 70 .. 9.55 l.61 EE 779,200 
. l .80 9.55 1.68 DD 604,800 
.... . 1.80 . ,.. 9.55 2 .16 DD 2,430,000 
' . 1.80 9.65 l .81 EE 779,200 
1.85 9.55 1.77 DD 604,800 
l .85 9. 55 . . 2.29 DD 2,430,000 " 
TABLE XI 
TERNARY MAJOR DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS IN THE 
PHOSPHIDE PHASE AT 975°C 
Atomic Atomic DFe X l O 11 Percent Percent Diffusion NiNi 
Phosphorus Nickel (cm2 /sec) Couple 
25.00 1.50 2.92 FF 
25.00 2.00 3 .19 FF 
25.00 2.50 3.33 FF 
25.00 . 3.00 3.26 .. FF 
. 
25.00 . · 3.50 .. 3.44 FF 
,. 
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boundary conditions,. independent of the diffusion coefficient in e~ither 
phase.; A form of equation (21): 
g · = 2Y / DAPPARENT t (46) 
~an then be used to describe the interface movement, where DAPPARENT is 
Fea ( FeY) som~ value of OPP or OPP in the composition range of the a (or Y) 
phase_. 
The values· of Y determined from equation (45) for the initial and 
boundary conditions in Table VII are listed in the Table. The 11 ap-
. parent" -diffusion coefficients calculated from equation (46) are also 
listed. These coefficients are in agreement with values of ~=a 
(Table IX) and o:~Y (Table X) over the composition ranges of interest. 
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DISCUSSION 
~A. SOURCES OF' ERROR 
The sources of error in this study will be defined in terms of the 
quantitative information which was ,obtained. For the case of the re-
heated precipitates, the only quantitati.ve information obtained was the 
· "equilibrium" interface values of phosphorus and nickel in each'phase 
during the dissolution treatments.· The interface values obtained 
during dissolutfon were maintained during the quench, since 'the time 
which was physically required to remove the reheated precipitate sec-
tions from the furnace and'q~ench them was only five seconds. The re-
' heated sections were very small, and wrapped in thin tantalum foil, so 
·the water quench was close to an ideal quench •. The limiting factor, 
therefore, in accurately determining the interface values was the 
. 
_microprobe analysis . 
. The finite volume for the primary production of x-rays in differ- , 
ent phases has al ready been discussed -~n the Background section. 
Fortunately, primary x-ray production in the a, Y, and phosphide phases 
of the Fe-Ni-P system comes t.rom a similar excitation volume. This is 
due to the closeness in the average atomic number of the three phases. 
Also, fluorescent effects are small (Table I), so secondaryx-ray pro-
duction is small. The similar excitation volume· for the total x-ray 
, .-103-
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production in the different phases is confinned by the electron beam 
convolution technique which was 1 applied to the data in the Results 
section. The assumption of a· Gaussian x-ray distribution within the 
x-ray excitation volume has resulted· in convoluted profiles which are 
· in excellent agreement with the measured data across the a/phosphide 
and y/phosphide interfaces. Therefore., the ultimate limiting factor in 
determining the interface compositions was the statistical variations 
in. the x-ray counts during the microprobe analysi.s. 
If it is assumed that three standard deviations, i.e., ±3/1(, 
where N is the average number of x-ray counts, are s·uffi cient to de-
scribe the error in the value determined, then the interface values in 
Table VI are uncertai·n to +0.04 weight percent phosphorus and ±0.05 -
0·.10 weight percent nicke·l. Additional uncertainty in the interface 
values due to the uncertainty in the composition of the standards used 
in the analysis (Table V) would amount to less than ±0.02 weight per-
cent for both the phosphorus and nickel values. It should also be 
pointed out that any change in the phosphorus or nickel interface 
compositions as a result of a 2°C temperature variation during disso-
lution, even combined with a 2°C uncertainty in the absolute tempera-
ture, would be negligible. The phase boundaries change very slowly at 
temperatures near 975°C. 
For the case of the diffusion couples, quantitative interface. 
movements, diffusion coefficients, and interface values we~e obtained. 
. ei 
The nickel interface values in Table Vil. obtained for diffusion couple 
·EE [(FeNi) 3P vs ... y], a~e uncertain to +0.11 weight percent nickel in 
the phosphide phase and +0.13 weight percent nickel in the Y phase, 
..:_J' 
't .. 
; 
•, 
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due to stati sti cal variations in the x-ray counts. , In addition, the 
interface values probably were affected during the quench of the 
couples. Unlike the reheated _sections, approximately two to three 
minutes were required to quench the diffusion couples to room tempera-
ture. This was because the couples were heat treated in alumina 
crucibles, which were vacuum encapsulated i~ quartz tubing. At the end 
"' of the diffusion experiment, the quartz capsules were quench~d, but the 
diffusion couples remained red hot for approximately a minute. There-
fore, the uncertainty in the interface values as a result of extrapo-
lating the nickel gradient to they/phosphide interface is +0.05 weight 
" percent. An additional +0.02 weight percent uncertainty results from 
the uncertainty of the composition of the nickel standard used in the 
analysis (Table V). The error due to uncertainty in the temperature is 
,. e -
negligib,le. ~-
The finite amount of time required to cool the diffusion couples 
is also a source of error when detennining interface movements and 
diffusion coefficients from them. The phosphorus microprobe traces, 
which were used to determine interface movements and phosphorus diffu-
sion coefficients, show evidence of growth of the phosphide in the 
first few microns near the phosphide interface. The amount of growth 
which has occurred on cooling, however, is estimated at less than 0.5 
percent of the total interface movement during dissolution. This would 
result- in less than a l percent error in the diffusion coefficients, , 
due to the uncertainty in the position of the Matano interface. 
The errors in the interface movements and diffusion coefficients 
as a result of the uncertainty in the diffusion time and temperature 
i_, 
•"';!'~··· .:! . 
. ,; 
.. 
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are also smal 1. Since less than 600 seconds were required to reach the 
temperature of diffusion, and 259,200 seconds was the shortest diffu-
sion experiment, less than an 0.25 percent rror is introduced into.the 
interface movements, and 1 ess than an 0~'50 pe cent error into the di f-
f us ion coefficients .. Equivalent errors result from the ±2°C tempera-
ture variations during the diffusion experi~ent. Assuming an acti-
vation energy of approximately 45,000 calories, which is about the 
. 
value determined by Heyward for phosphorus diffusion in a iron, 15 a 
+2°C fluctuation in temperature is equivalent to a 5 percent change in 
the measured interface values, and a 10 petcent change in the diffusion 
coefficients. These errors are quite high, however, since the tempera-
ture in the diffusion-furnace generally varied sinusoidally in time 
about the average temperature. Errors this large are possible, how-
ever, due to the 2°C uncertainty in the absolute .temper.ature. 
The greatest source of error in calculating the diffusion coef-
ffcients was due to the Matano analysis itself. Although three 
separate composition vs. distance profiles for a couple super-imposed, 
the statistical variations in the data made it possible to draw 
slightly different composite profiles. Composite profiles of the same 
data drawn on different occasions resulted in interface movements 
.varying by as much as 2 1percent. Similarly, when composite profiles 
of the same data were analyzed for diffusion coefficients, the coef-
ficients varied by close to 10 percent in many cases .. The difficulty ·I 
' 
in drawin,g a slope which had the best visual fit was assumed to ac-
count for most of this error. 
_ .... 
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In summary, errors of +10 percent are asso.ciated with the diffu-
sion coefficients due to the experimental error. This -error, shown in. 
Figures 43 and 44, ··allows the diffusion coefficients evaluated at the 
same composition,· but determined from different diffusion couples, to 
overlap. A smaller error, on the order of ±3 percent, is associated 
with the interface movements where phosphide dissolved into a. (Table 
V_II). Where_phosphide dissolved into.Y, an error of approximately 20· 
percent is associated with -the interface movements. This increased 
error is due to the smaller interface movements involved, and the - ··· 
smaller change in phosphorus composition in they phase. 
It should be pointed out that all the microprobe traces from dif-
fusion couple FF [Fe 3P vs. (FeNi) 3 P] did not superimpose. This was the 
couple which had the 20 micron wide crack along the surface where the 
two phosphides were joined (Figure 39). The crack was assumed to form 
during the quench of the couple. More than 3 microprobe traces were 
taken across the cracked surface. A second couple was also made, and· · .. ,, 
more than 3 traces were taken in it. All of the traces from both 
couples superimposed on the (FeNi)3 P half of the couple (the left side 
in Figure 39). However, differing amounts of diffusion occurred in the 
Fe 3P half of the couple (the right side in Figure 39). Since the grain 
size was much smaller in this half of the couple, enhanced nickel dif-
' 
fusion would be a reasonable explan_ation for the differing amounts of 
·diffusion. The nickel gradients in the Fe 3P half of the couple extend 
over .100 microns, where many grains· on the order of 25-50 microns wide 
are present. 
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Fortunately, three nickel profiles which contained the shortest 
amount of diffusion on the low nickel end were found to superimpose. 
. g 
A composite profile was drawn from these individual profiles, and major 
diffusion coefficients- for nickel were obtained (Table XI). Although 
nothing is known about the cross coefficients in the phosphide phase, 
these terms were neglected. Si nee the phosphorus content on both sides 
of couple FF is the same, the couple can be treated as a binary Fe-Ni 
couple. · 
Unfortunately, the major diffusion coefficients for nickel in the 
phosphide phase determined by a B-oltzmann-Matano analysis from diffu-
' 
sion couples BB and CC were in excess of those determined from couple 
FF. This can be explained by the fact .that the nickel concentration 
profile in the phosphides was very steep near the a/phosphide interface 
in couples BB and CC. The error in detennining a slope in such a case 
is very large, so the data was not reported. · 
B. THE KINETICS OF PHOSPHIDE DISSOL.lITION 
It has already been demonstrated, using Kirkaldy's rules, 13 that 
for a given set of tenninal compositions many paths can be suggested 
for the dissolution of a phase in a ternary system (Figures 7, 8, 9). 
However, it has been demonstrated experimentally that only one path 
exists, which is unique to the terminal compositions. 13 
It was suggested in the Background section that it may be possible 
to predict the unique dissolution path for a set of tenninal compo-
sitions on the basis of kinetics. When two solute elements of 
·, 
-
. I 
I 
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different diffusivities, such as phosphorus and nickel, are.involved __ in. 
dissolution, the dissolution path across the two-phase region may occur 
. 
. in such a place that the boundary conditions for both elements result 
. in equal interface velocities. If thi~ were true, then for a given 
time: 
-~--- = 2YNi Fe . ON i Ni t == 2y p t ( 47) 
where yNi is solved from equation (24)1 which includes the initial 
nickel contents in both phases, cph and C~ (or c;), and the nickel 
compositions at the two-phase interface, CII and c•, as well as the 
nickel diffusion coefficients, D~rNi' for the phosphide and a (or Y) 
phases. The value of Yp is obtained from equation (45), which includes 
the initial phosphorus contents in both phases, cP•h and C' (or C'), and . a y 
the phosphorus compositions at the two-phase interface, C" and c•. 
The concept that a unique set of boundary conditions are chosen 
during dissolution which allows equal interface velocities can be 
tested for the reheated precipitate in alloy B, Figure 24b. This can 
-be accomplished since diffusion coefficients have been determined in 
the a and phosphide pha~es, and the only unknown is the ternary path -
between cph and C~. Table XII contains the initial phosphorus content 
of ~he a, C~, and the phosphide, C~h' phases, and the phosphorus inter-
face values, C11 and C', for phosphide dissolution in alloy B. It 
should be pointed out that although different interface values are pos-
t ·~\; sible for nickel, corresponding to di"fferent dissolution paths, the 
boundary conditions for phosphorus remain essentially the same. This 
.. \: 
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Initial 
C 'ph 
15. 58 
Initial 
C 'ph 
2.97 
2.97 
2.97 
2.97 
2.97 
t!i 2.97 
2.97 
.,. 2.97 
\: 
2.97 
2.97 
2.97 
2.97 
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TABLE XII .j. I' 
EFFECT OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON 
INTERFACE MOVEMENT IN ALLOY B 
Conditions 
c· a. 
.90 
Conditions 
C' a. 
l. 99 
1. 99 
l. 99 
l. 99 
1. 99 
1. 99. 
1. 99 
1. 99 
1. 99 
1. 99 
1. 99 
1. 99 
(Time= 600 seconds) 
PHOSPHORUS (DA ooaren t=-4.24x10- 9 cm 2 /sec) 
Boundary Conditions 
:~ C II C' Yp {microns) 
15. 58 2.20 
-0.0517 -1 .65 
,, 
. o!~!~h) = 3.26x 10-11 cm2 /sec NICKEL 
DFe a = 7. 75 x 10-1 0 cm2 /sec NiNi 
Boundary Conditions ~ 
C II c• YN; {microns) 
2.97 2.87 -0.9973 -13.60 
2.90 2.80 -0.8013 -10.93 
2.80 2.70 · -0. 6123 - 8.35 
2.70 2.60 -0.4706 - 6.42 
2.60 2.50 -0.3533 - 4.82 
2.50 2.40 -0.2500 - 3.41 
2.40 2.30 -0.1541 - 2 .10 
2.35 2.25 ~0.1072 - 1.46 
2.30 2.20 -0.0597 - 0.81 
2.25 2 .15 -0.0105 - 0.14 
2.20 2.·10 <-0.01 <- 0.01 
2.09 1. 99 · <-0.01 <- 0.01 
. . 
·---·· • ---t 
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is due to the nature of the phase diagram, Figure 35. The value of Yp, 
obtiined from the computerized solution of equation (45) in Appendix I, 
is shown in Table XII. If the value of DAPPARENT for the appropriate 
composition range, diffusion couple BB in Table VII, is used in equa-
tion (47) for D~~' the value of, can be detennined. The amount of 
interface movement in ten minutes as calculated by the computer program 
in Appendix I is -1.65 microns, Table XII. 
Table XII also contains the initial nickel content of the a, C' 
a' 
and the phosphide, cph' phases. The calculated values of yNi and, for 
various nickel interface values, C11 and C', assuming a discontinuity of 
.10 percent at the interface, are shown in the table for th~ whole 
range of pos_sible values. Figure 40 shows an example of a set of pos-
sible interface values. The value of YNi for each set.of nickel 
boundary con di ti ons has been detenni ned from the computerized so 1 uti on 
of equation (24) •. The major diffusion coefficient for nickel in the a 
h Fecx Pase, DNiNi' for the appropriate composition range was obtained from 
Fe diffusion couple BB, Table IX. An average value of DNiNi in the phos-
phide phase was taken from Table XI. The values of~ were calculated 
according to equation (47). 
A trend in the value of ~ obtained from the nickel solution can be 
observed in Table XII. At one extreme, where no nickel gradient de-· 
vel ops in the phosphide, cph = C", a large amount of interface movement 
( ~ = -13. 60 microns) occurs. As C11 decreases, the amount of interface 
·\ 
movement decreases. Finally, at the other extreme, c• = c•, the amount· 
a 
of interface movement is extremely small. 
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The interface values of nickel which were detennined in the re-
heated precipitate in alloy Bare C11 = 2.35±0.07 and c• = 2.25+0.07. 
The interface movement in Table XII corresponding to these interface 
values (~ = -1.46 microns) is in close agreement with the value ob-
tained from the phosphorus solution (E = -1.65 microns). The value of 
C" which would result in an interface movement exactly equal to that of 
the phosphorus solution is within the error of the experimentally de-
termined value of C11 • Therefore, equation (47) describes the disso-
lution of phosphide into the a phase. 
In the case just considered, the rate of interface movement is 
fixed by the phosphorus initial and boundary conditions, and the phos-
phorus_ diffusion. coefficient in the a phase. Since the nickel diffu-
sion coefficients are essentially fixed also, a dissolution path was 
followed which provided accommodating nickel boundary conditions, such 
that the interface movement desired by the nickel was the same as that 
desired by the phosphorus. 
The dissolution path which was observed for diffusion couple EE 
, [(FeNi) 3P vs. Y] also allows the concept that a unique set of boundary 
conditions are chosen during dissolution which allow equal interface 
velocities to be tested. Unfortunately, the nickel diffusion coeffi-· 
cients in this- case are not really well known. The major diffusion 
coefficient for nickel in the phosphide phase was detennined only at 
·1ow nickel contents (Table XI). -However, this same number can be used 
at slightly higher nickel contents if it is assumed that the major 
diffusion coefficient. for nickel is not a strong function of compo-
~ sition. The addition of about 10 percent nickel to the phosphide phase 
- -- ----~·--"-- --··-~ ---,~-~----- ·-·--.--------~--·~---------·-·--s·•• 
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lowers the melting point by only about 18 degrees. On the basis of 
relative melting points, this small change in the melting point would • 
not change the diffusion coefficient significantly. 
The major diffusion coefficient for nickel in they phase has not 
.been determined in this study. However, its value at an average compo-
. 
sition in the composition range being considered can be extrapola~ed 
. 
. 
from the work of Heyward. 15 The value of D~~~i at 12.5 atomicPercent 
nickel and 0.45 atomic percent phosphorus can be calculated at 975°C 
from the 00 and Q values available. 15 !so-diffusion coefficient con--· 
tours are also available for D~~~i coefficients at ll00°C. 15 From 
these, it was detennined that at ll00°C the value of D~r~i at the 
composition of interest (11.00 atomic percent nickel, 1.95 atomic per-
cent phosphorus) was approximately a factor of three higher than the 
value at 12.5 atomic percent nickel and 0.45·atomic percent phosphorus. 
FeY Therefore, a factor of three was applied to the value of DNiNi deter-
mined at 975°C. 
Table XIII contains the initial phosphorus content of the Y, cy, 
and the phosphide, CPh, phases, and the phosphorus interface values, C11 
and C', for phosphide dissolution in diffusion couple EE. Although 
different interface values are possible for nickel, corresponding to 
different dissolution paths, the boundary conditions for phosphorus 
remain essentially the same. This is due to the nature of the phase 
diagram, Figure 35. The values of Yp and~ in Table XIII were obtained 
from the computerized solution in Appendix I to equations (45) and 
. FeY (47),. An average value of DAPPARENT in Table VII was used for Dpp • 
For a dissolution time of ten minutes, ~ = -0.09 microns. 
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C 1Ph 
15.52 
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Initial 
C 'ph 
11 . 16 
11. 16 
11.16 
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11. 16 
11. 16 
11 . 16 
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TABLE XIII 
EFFECT OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON 
INTERFACE MOVEMENT IN DIFFUSION COUPLE EE 
(Time= 600 seconds) 
·-
PHOSPHORUS (DA 10 · t=2.25x10- cm 2/sec) lpparen , 
" Conditions Boundary Conditions ~ 
c• y 
.BO 
Conditions 
C' y 
10.05 
l 0.05 
1 o. 05 
10.05 
1 o. 05 
10.05 
10. 05 
·10. 05 
l O. 05 · 
10 .05 
l 0.05 
10.05 
l 0. 05 
10.05 
l 0.05 
10.05 
10. 05 
l 0. 05 
C II C' Yp (microns) 
15 0 52 l . 11 
- 0.0120 - 0.09 
NICKEL 
O:~!~h> = 3 • 26 x 10-11 cm2 / sec 
rfeY 
NiNi 
Boundary Conditions 
C II C' 
11 . l 0 13.50 
11.00 13.40 
10.80 13.20 
l 0.60 13.00 
l 0.40 12 .·so 
10 .35 12.75 
10 ~30 12.70 
1 o. 20 12.60 
10 .10 12.50 
l 0.05 12.45 
10.00 12.40 
9.80. 12.20 
9.60 12.00 
9.40 11 .80 
9'.20 11 .60 
9.00 11.40 
8.90 11. 30 
-
8.80 11 .20 
- ··--.,, .. 
= 3.00x 10-12 cm2 /sec 
~ 
YNi (microns) 
<- 0. 01 , I <- 0.01 
<- 0. 01 <- 0.01 
<- 0. 01 <- 0.01 
<- 0. 01 <- 0. 01 
<- 0.01 <- 0.01 
<..: 0.01 <- 0.01 
~ 0.3433 - 0.29 
- 0. 7361 - 0.63 
- 1.0157 - 0.86 
- 1. 14063 · -· 0.97 
- 1.2610 - 1.07 
- 1. 7386 - 1.48 .. 
- 2.2863 - 1.94 
- 3.0197 - 2.56. 
- 4. 1509 - 3.52 
- 6.3638 - 5.40 
- 8.8558 - 7.51 
' 
• 
-16.5905 -14.08 
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Table XIII also contains the initial nickel content of they, c;, 
and the phosphide, CPh' phases .. The calculated values of YNi and ~ for 
·-
various nickel interface values, C11 and C' ,· assuming a discontinuity of 
' 
2.40 percent a.t the interface, are shown in the table for a range of 
possible interface values. A possible set of interface values is shown 
in Figure 41. The value of YNi has been determined for each set of 
nickel conditions in Table XIII from the computerized solution of 
equation (24). The values of~ were calculated according to equation· 
(47). 
A trend in the interface movement obtained from the nickel solu-
tion can be seen in Table XIII as C11 changes. As C11 decreases from 
near Cph = C", the amount of interface movement increases, but only 
slowly at first. Additional decreases in C" result in larger and 
larger amounts of interface movement. 
.::,; The nickel interface values which were measured in diffusion 
couple EE are C" = 10.20 +0.18 and C' = 12.60± 0.20 •. Considering the 
experimental error in these values, the interface movements obtained 
from the nickel solution for diffusion couple EE vary between <-0.01 
and approximately -1.00 micron. This range includes _the interface 
movement obtained from the phosphorus solution (~ = -0.09 micron). 
Although the experimentally detennined value of C11 seems to cover a 
large range, 10.02 - 10.38 percent, the possible values of C11 according 
to the phase diagram are between 7.00 - 11.10 percent. Therefore, the 
concept that 'a unique set of boundary conditions are chosen during 
, 
dissolution which allow equal interface velocities is true. 
.. , .• 
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Using the procedure described for phosphide dissolution in alloy B 
(Table XII) and diffusion couple EE (Table XIII)~ the kinetics. of phos-
phide dissolution can be predicted. The phosphorus initial and 
boundary conditions can be used ~o detennine the rate constant Yp, 
which can b~ used with an average value of o~; over the composition 
range being considered to detennine ~ at a given time. It is also pos-
sible to predict where the dissolution path will cross the two-phase 
a+ phosphide or Y + phosphide region. Since the rate of interface 
movement is detennined by the phosphorus solution to equation (47), and 
the nickel diffusion coefficients are essentially fixed (for the temp-
~- erature and composition range being considered), a dissolution path 
will be followed which provides accommodating nickel boundary condi-
tions, such that the interface movement detennined by the nickel solu-
tion in equation (47) is the same as that detennined by the phosphorus 
solution. 
C. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF PHOSPHIDE DISSOLUTION 
The dissolution of a planar phosphide precipitate in a matrix can 
be.simulated with the numerical solution discussed in the Background 
section. This has been done for the reheated precipitate in a 11 oy B, ·· 
Figure 24b, using the initial and boundary conditions and diffusion 
coefficients contained in Table XII (with nickel interface values of 
C11 = 2. 35 and C' = 2. 25). The precipitate was ass urned to be 12 microns 
in width before reheating. The results of the numeri ca 1 so 1 uti on are 
" 
shown in Figure 45, along with the actual data. The profiles obtained 
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Figure 45. Comparison of the numerical solution for phosphide dissolution (Appendix II) to the measured data of the 
reheated ·pre-ci pi ta te in a 11 oy B. \\· 
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from the numerical solution agree very well with the data. The· small 
difference in the positi.on of the interface for the two profiles is not· 
'-
noticeable because of the ordinate scale which is used. 
The concentration pr9file obtained for nickel from the numerical 
solution indicates that the nickel content in the center of the phos-
phide would lower by only 0.01 percent. This is important, because if 
the nickel content in the center of the-phosphide had lowered signifi-
cantly, the interface values of nickel would be measureably lower. 
Changing one of the initial conditions, CPh' would result in a new 
ternary path, such that the new boundary conditions for nickel result 
in a rate of interface movement for nickel which is the same as that 
for phosphorus. This was actually seen in a small reheated phosphide 
in alloy B. The nickel content in the center of the phosphide had de-
creased to 2.24 percent from the initial nickel content of 2.97 percent 
in the phosphide. The interface values in this small phosphide were 
C" = 2.15 and c• = 2.05, compared to the values C11 = 2.35 and C' = 2.25 
. " 
-where the nickel content in the center of the phosphide remained at 
2.97 percent. 
. Finally, the exact, closed-fonn solution discussed in the Back-
ground section was also solved for the reheated precipitate in alloy B. 
The composition vs. distances profiles were alsmost identical: to those 
shown in Figure 45 for the numerical solution. 
In summary·, both the exact, closed-form sol ution 9 and the numeri -
cal-solution 30 for dissolution can be used to simulate phosphide disso-
lution. Although the diffusion coefficient varies with--composition, it 
can be assumed to be constant at some average value over the compo- · 
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sition range being considered. The fact that both solutions can be 
applied to the phosphide dissolution. problem'· is further confirmation .. 
that the proces~ is volume-diffusion controlled. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1 • Fe At 975°C, the value of DNiNi in the phosphide phase (25.00 
atomic percent phosphorus, 2.50 atomic percent nickel) is a factor of 25 
.. 
. 
~ less than the corresponding value in the d phase (3.20 atomic percent 
\ 
phosphorus, 1.95 atomic percent nickel), and a factor of 10 greater 
than the corresponding value in the Y phase (1.95 atomic percent phos-
phorus, 11.00 atomic percent nickel). The value of fia increases with 
increasing phosphorus contents, and D~~ increases with increasing phos~ 
·' 
phorus and nickel contents, as reported by Heyward. 15 
2. - The dissolution of the phosphide phase into the a or Y phase 
is a volume-diffusion con't·rolled process, with th~ equilibrium inter-
face values during dissolution given by the tie-line which was used to 
cross the two-phase region. 
3. Both the exact, closed-form sol ution 9 and the finite-
differ~nce numerical solution 30 can be used to describe the dissolution 
process of the phosphides. 
4. The kinetics of phosphide dissolution can be predicted, using 
phosphorus initial and boundary conditions, and phosphorus diffusion 
coef fi ci en·ts. The location of the di sso l uti on path ;· n the two~phase 
region can also be predicted. Since phosphorus diffuses significantly. 
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faster than ni cke_l, the di sso 1 uti on path across the two-phase region 
· ·occurs in such a place that the boundary conditions for nickel result 
in an interface movement which is equal to the interface movement re-
qui red by phosphorus. 
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APPENDIX I 
THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES THE DISSOLUTION OF THE ··- - . .. . ..... - ... -~- -·· .. ;.. -··· ... ····-·· ..... --- - .. _._. -· . ... . .~ ............ _ . . .. . .. - -- - ....... . PHOSPHIDE PH4S~ UNDER SEMI-INFINIT~ CONOITTONS. THE 
EXACT, CLOSED-FORM SOLUTION (S~~. T.~XTl .. IS U.SEQ., AN'.l A PLANAR INTERFACE IS ASSUMED. THE I~TER~ACE POSITION 
IS CALCULATFQ AS .A ~UNCTION QF: T.IME;,. AS .. ARE. THE CONCENTRATION GRAnIENTS IN [~CH PHASE. ,· 
. ~ .. ____ - ...... - - .. ···-:-- ·--· ··-· OIMfNSION CAPY{1JOl,~AAL{10al 
THE TEMPERATURE, DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS, INITIAL. CONDITIONS, ANO INTFRFACE CON~ENTRATIONS ARE READ. REAO 100,TEMP,OPH,CPYPR,CPRP~,DAL,CPR,CAL 0 R ... 
FORMAT{F5.0,£1Q.2,2F10.2,E10.2,2F10.2) 
THE RATIO 0~ THE OI~FUSION COEFFICIENTS IN THE TWO . -· . .. .. .. ·~ ··-- . ···-· ·----..-~. -· --- . -··---·- -......... -.- -- -··- -~-----·--PHASES IS CALCULATED. 
PHI=OPH/DAL 
PRINT 200,TEMP,OPH,CPHPR,CPRPR,OAL,~PR,CALPP,PHI 
FORMAT(1X,110t•-•)//• TEMP=•,F4.0,4X,~OPH=•,fg.2,4X, 
1 ~CPHPRIM~=•,F5.2,4X,•CPRIME 0 RIME=•,Fs.2,111x, 
. 2 · •DA l PH A= Sjt , E g • 2 , 6 X, • C P ~ I ME=~ , F 5 Q 2 , 4 X, ._ 
3 •CALPH~PRIME=•,FS.2,4X,~PHI=•,E9.2) 
TH~ TIME IN SFCONDS FOR OISS0LUTI01\J rs· FSTABL tSHEO. 
TI MES~C=600. 
A COM~ON CONVERGING TECHNIQUE rs USED TO CONVERGF ON 
THE VALUE OF Gl\MMA, ~CGORDING TO EQtJ4TION {24) fSEE 
TE YT) • 
GAMMA=-0,1QJOO 
10 CONVE~G=(((CALPR-CDR)/(CPRPR-CPR))•EXP(-(GAMMA••2lll_ 
,. 
21 
11 
1 /(1,7724539•GAMM~•(1,0-ERF(GAMMA))) 
2 -(((CP~PR-CPHPR)/tGP~PR-CPR)>•SnRTtPH!) 
~ •EXP((-(GAMMfi••2))/PH!))/t1.7724539•GAMMA 
4 •<1.0•ERF(GAMMA/SQRT(~Hill)) 
IF(~ONVERG.LT.1.u> GO TO 21 
SAMMA=GAMMA-,10 ~ 
GO TO 10 
GAMMA=GAMMA+.01 
·--. CONVERG=(((CALPR-CPR)/(CPRP~-CPR))•EXP(-(G~MM~••2))1 
1 /f 1, 772£+539 4 G.AMMA•_(1.,.J-ERFt~A.MMAJ.J.> ·---·--· .. _ -··---? -{((CPRPR-CPHPR)/tCP~PR~CPRtJ•snRT(PHI) 
3 1 
... E x P « c - < G A MM A • ~ 2J l , P Hr , > 1 < 1 • 11 2 4 s 3 q • G AM r-1 A ... 4 ~(1.0+ERFCGAMMA/SQRTfPHI>>,> 
. 
.... 
IF (CONVER G • ST .1 • C ) SO TO .. 2 2 _ 
. GO TO 21 
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. _i ' 
, .. 
CONVERG= <ff CALPR-CPR> I <CPRPR~CPR>) .. EXP t-·(·G-AM'1A••2> ,--, 
1 /(1.7724539•~AMHA•11.1-ERF(GAMMAl)) 
. . . - - -- --· - . - - . . . . - . . - - ~. -· .. - . - - - . - - - - . . . 
2 -((fCPRPR-~PHPRl/tCPR?~-~PR)t•SQRTCPHil 
~ .. E X P ( C - ( G J\ MM 4 J1. ~ 2 > ) I PH I ) > / ( 1 • 7 7 2 4 5 3 g ,- G A M ~i A 
···---- ------- ---- ··-J<• ...... - . _______ .. __ -·-- .. ---· ... ·<------.. -------·-·-··"·-,al··----....-.-- ..... --·- -----------4 •c1.0+ERFCGAMMA/SORT(DrlI)))l 
?.3 
13 
IFtCONVERG.LT,1.0) ;o TO 23 
- - . . - -. - -- . - . . -.. - . . - . .. . --- - . . - . GO T·O 2 2 
GAMMA=GAMMA+.0001 
CONV~RG=(((CALPR-CP~,,tcPRPR-~PR))~~xP(-(GAM~A·•2))) 
1 /(1.7724539•GAMMA•t1.J-ERFtGAMMA))t 
---,--,.... ..... . -·- . .. .. . --. - ... ····- ~- ---- -·· - -------·-- -------·------ ··-- - _ .._._ ... ___ - ·-- -- ·------ -· -·--- ... ____________ ___,__ 
2 -C((CPRPR-CPHPR)/(CPRP~-C?R)l4SQRT(PHil 
3 •EXP ( (={G,AMMA~'-2)) t 0 HI)l/ (1. 772453q•GAMMA 
4 - . -- - . - . . - . - - -·- - - . -•t1.0•£RF<GAMMA/SnRT(PH!t))) 
!F(CONVERG.GT,1e0) GO TO 24 
GO TO 2 3 
24 GAMMA=GAMMA-e00001 
-·14 ---· . Co NV ERG= t < <CAL P-R~CP R">""/(CP R.P.R-c-p·~-;-,··c:-xP·,-:.(GA-MM·A·•·2 IT, 
25 
15 
3G tJ 
C 
26 
C 
C 
1 /(1.7724539•~AMMA•<1.Q-ERF(~AHMAl)) 
.. - . -
2 -CC(CPRPR-CPHPR)/(CPRPR~C?R))•SQRT(PHI) 
3 •EXP((-CGAMMA••2tl/PHI))/(1.7724539•GAMMA 
- . .. 
4 • <1.0 +ERF_fGAMMA/SQRT (PHI>) l). 
IFCCONVERG.LT.1.0) GO TO 25 
GO TO 2 4 ... -· . -- - .... - . --~ 
GAMMA=GAMMA+.000001 
CONVfRG=(CfCALPR-CPRl/(CPRPR-CPR))•EXP(-(GAM~A••2>>> 
1 /(1.7724539•GAMMA•t1.Q-ER~tGAMMA)I) 
2 -{f(CPRPR-CPHPR)/(CPRPR-CPR>t•SQPT(PHI) 
3 •EXP((-{G~MM~~•2,)/PHI))/(1.772453g~GAMMA 
. -- - . .. - . . ..... -- ' ..... __ - . - - . -- - - .. .. . . 4 •t1.0+ERFfGAMMA/SORT(PHI)))l 
PRINT ~00,GAMMA~CONVERG 
FORMAT(F10.5,F30.15) 
IF(CONVERG.GT.1.0, GO TO 2~ 
GO T n 2 5 
THF AMOUNT OF INTERFACE MOVEMENT IS CALCULATED. 
- . , . . ' -WIOTH=2.0•GAMMA•soRT(OAL•TIMESEC) 
DO 3C !=1,21 
THE INTERVAL OF THE CONCENTRATION G~AOIENT IS 
ESTABLISHED. 
X=l•t!-1) 
X= ·YI 10 0 0 0. C 
THE CONCENT~ATION 
CA.LCULATtO. 
-- . . -
GRADIENT IN THE PHOSPHIDE rs • • -- •• a. ----- •• ·- .... _ •••• ·--:-:--=--~ .... - .. 
. . 
CAPH t I>= <CPRP~+CPHPR•ERF 1·GAMM~/SQRT (PHI t t) 
1 /(1.0+ERF(GAMMA/SQRT(PHitl) 
2 +((CPRPR-~PHPR>•ERF((WIOTH-X): 
3 /(2.0•SQRTCOPH•TIMESEC)))) 
. . . . . -· ·-. -· - ... --· . 4 /(1.0+ERF(GAMMA/SQRT(?Hl))) - ........ _ ........ --~·--:.....--~-·: ......... ·__.;-:..-. :• 
,,. 
. , I: '· .. , 
._,. 
.-
~ ~-
-h• 
l. 
. ·~ ;,. ... 
C 
30 
c 
C 
4 !) (j 
5CO 
600 
C: 
:C' 
r. 
. ./. 
C 
"(' 
.\J 
C 
C: 
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-THE CONCENTRATION GRADIENT IN r·Ht. ALPH~ (OR GAMM4J . IS 
CALCULA TEO • 
. CAAL<I>=tCPR-CALPR•ERF(GAMM4))/(1.a-ERF(GAMHA)> . - . . - ... . . . . - -· .. - - .. .. - - .. .. ... - . - . . 1 +CCALPR-CPR>•ERFttWIDTY+Xl 
2 /(2.o•saRT(OAL•TIMESECt))/(t.O-ERF(GAMMA)l -
.. _ ........... - ' .... - ... -· ·- .... - .. ... 
-- . . ... --1·. •· --·-- • ·--. • - • -THE UNITS OF THE INTERFACE ~OVEMENT ~RE CHANGCO TO 
MICRONS • . . __ . _ . .. _. 
WIOTH=WI0TH•1000~~0 
PRINT 400 
__ _ 
FOPM~T(/5X,•SECONos•,sx,•GAMMA-,6x,•E/2•) 
_ PR I N T 5 0 0 , T I M E_ S E C , G A M M _A_, -~ I D r._t-:t__ _ _ _ _ __ ··---- _ . . .. ~. ··-- _______ ~ --·--···--- --~--
-
. ; · .... ·~ FORMAT(F12.1,F10o5,FqoJ) 
PR I N T 6 0 0 , C C A P H ( I > , I= 1. , 21 > . __ . . 
PRINT 6GC, <CAAL(!) ,I=i,21) 
FORMAT{11F10. 3t 
STOP 
ENO 
··:· ·-: -·· ... ~: . 
. ....... .. 
. ,·-.. •"· ..... .. :.: . 
:r 
THIS suqROUTIN~ COMPUTES THE ERROR FUNCTION: 
. . . . . ...... - .. -· . ·-- - -·--- .... -· -·- . .. . . -- . ERF(X) = (2/PI)•INTEG~Al(EXP(-T•~2,or, 
THE ROUTINE CAN BE ENTERED BY THE STATEMENT_ Y=ERFfX), WHERE XIS THE ARGUMENT, ANO Y IS THE RESULTo 
T H E A U T H O R I S D U A ~., E H A R n E R , L O S A L A MO S Sr I EN T I F I C 
LABORATORY. THE ~ETHOD IS TO USE RATIONAL FUNCTION 
TIMES <EXP(-x••2> UP TO X=1.5., ANO.RATIONAL FUNCTION TIMES (1-ERF(X~•2ll UP TO X=5.5, THEN ERF(X)=1. FOR NEGATIVE X, ERF(X) = -ERFf-Xl. 
DIMENSION ?(7,2t,Q{6,2) 
OIME~~SION .A {·14), A t12l 
E Q U I _V A L E N_ C E < A , P ) , { B ,, Q) _ 
X=Aes <?> 
ERF·=C. 
IFCX.EQ.O~)~FTURN 
;.'.'-. -'.~··. "'... 
.·• ', . ' . ... . ;_. -
DA TA ( A f I > , I= l , 1 4 ) / 1 , 12 8 3 7 g 16 7 0 q 5 5 , • 3 4·19 7 5 0 5 5 g 1 S 5 4 , C.86290601455?06E-1,.12382023274723E-1, 
C.119~62424183~2E-2,,765373C25Q7825E-4~ 
C.253654ij?.058342E-S,~o999qq7076Q3738, 
C-1.47317g48328059~1o057344g60!5q4, 
c-.44078B3q213a759=010n84197~50781, 
c-.12636G~1816273E~19=01i493q3166616E-8/ 
__ 
OATA(9(!)9!=1,12)/~o36359g16427762,.52205830591727E-1, 
..... - ........ , C - • 3 0 6 13 0 3 5 6 R ~ 5 1 q E - .2 , - o 4 6 ~ 5 6 6 3 9 D 2 0 3 3 -~ E - L+., _ . . .. __ .,. . _ .. . . . . _ _ ____ \ ___ _ C • 1 5 6 0 1qgS5614 3 4 E = t+ 9 - o 6 2°14 3 5 5 54 0 q 2 ~ 7 E -6 , 
C2.601534999479g,2e992955675~~18, 
C1.9684584582P.~4,,7925Q7g5276Q;4, 
C.1393702C051337,.223Q6882835053E-1/ 
F.R F =SIGN C 1. , Z > 
~··. ,..._ •'i•. ' 
_,. ·-·· --·---··---------··--- -·· -• •·--•v••·•···••·---••••----•·•··~----·-••····-·--~·•·•~.--.. •--· .. -·••····-·•·:••• ••••-• 'II • • 
' ' 
'·i·: 
,· 
'. 
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IFCX.GE,5,StRETURN 
J=i 
IF<X.GT,1,5)J=2 
~--'--- F J::. J .:.f. ...---~ ... ,~.~,..;-:,~~~~,__;.,...;...;..._,,;..;;., ____ ;,_ ____ .... .-. ..... :c ....... - .......... - ................. _.-:,-:: .......... ---- ---,-;... __ .. -.• ~---
.i. D=X•• (2-J) 
u-=o•x 
" ERF=co•EXPt-x•x,•tP(1,Jl+U•{P(~,Jl+U•(P(3,J)+U•(P(4,J) 
-: 1 + u • < P < '5 , J > + u • < o f n . ~ j" > • u "" P f 1·., . J ,- , > > > > -> ,· .( i -~ o + °(J • < ;5 t ·1 ·, J , · 
2 +U•(~(2,Jt•U•(Q{3,Jl+U~{~{4,J)+U•(Qf5,J) 
· - ·~ ~ 3·--- · · ·- +·u ·-a ,t-, J ,,-..- ,- n-; +=FJ>•srt .. ~T< r~ -~ ·z ,--· ----- -
RETU~N 
END 
;; .. : ... , ..... 
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APPENDIX II 
THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES THE DISSOLUTION OF A PHOSPHIDE PRECIPITATE tNTO TH'E HA TRIX PHASE; t·HE ___ - . ------
FINITEc.DIFFERENCE TECHNIQUE «SEE TEXll IS USED, ANO A. PLANAR INTERFACE IS ASSUMEOo THE INTERFACE POSITION ANO ITS RATE OF HOVEHENT ARE CA~CULATEO A~ A FUNCTION OF TIHE, AS ARE THE CONCENTRATI~N GRADIENTS IN ~ACH PH ASE o 
-_ ------. . -- ·-·- .. ___ ....;_ 
DIMENSION C(250,2l,E2(2l 
THE NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE PHOSPHIDE ANO MATRIX, · RESPECTIVELY, ARE ESTABLISHED. 
NR=12 
NN=92 
THE TIME INCREMENT IN SECONDS PER I'TERATI-Ot·f·-r_s_ ··-------:--·----
ESTABLISHED. 
OT=008 
THE INITIAL HALF-WIDTH OF THE PHOSPHIDE AND THE HALF-WIDTH OF THE SYMMETRY ELEMENT ARE ESTABLISHEO.-E2(1)=6.0 
EL2=46o0 
THE TIME IS INITIALIZED AT ZERO. 
TIME=OoO 
.... - ---- ----------·-- .. 
THE TEMPERATURE, DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS, INITIAL CONDITIONS, ANO INTERFACE CONCENTRATIONS ARE READ. READ 1009TEMP,OPH,CPHPR,CPRPR90Al,CPR,CALPR FORMAT(F5oOiE10o2,2F10o29Ei00292FiOe2~ - -· .. --. __ ... ___ ._.. __ .. - .. 
PRINT 200,TEHP90PH9CPHPR,CPRPR,DAL,CPR;CALPR 
- . - .. - ·- - . -··-. FORMAT<• TEMP:~9F4o0~4x~~OPH=~9Ego294X9~CPHPRIME=•, 1 F5.2,4X,~CPRIMEPRIME=•,F5.2,/11X,•OA~PH~=-~~-- __ 2 E9.2,6X,•CPRIHE=•,F5.2,4X,•CALPHAPRIME=•,FS.2t LR=NR-1 
KR=NR+1 
EN=NN 
EL ·=EL2 
R=NR 
LN=NN-1 
................. ·- ................ ___ , ............ --~-
- - .-· . . .. ·:· ·-. ___ , __ ~._ .... :,..: 
.. 
THE CONCENTRATIONS OF EACH POINT IN THE PHOSPHIDE AT TIME J:1 ARE INI-TIALIZEO AT CPHPR. - ..... ··--~ .. ----·----------· 
00 10 N=1,LR .. _ 
.. - - - - :- - -- -- -- ... - --THE INTERFACE VALUES AT TIME J ANO J+1 ARE SET AT CPR. I C t'N91D=CPHPR 
DO 11 J=1,2 
C(NR,J):CPR_ 
-- - ..... -· -- ----- - -- -·---------·---· .. --
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THE CONCENTRATIONS OF EACH 
.. 
J=1 ARE INITIALIZED POINT IN THE MATRIX AT TIME -- .. - - - -AT CALPR. 
00-12 N=KR9NN 
C(N,1D=CALPR . . - - . - ..... - - ~--· . 
PR I NT 3 0 0 9 TI ME . . . . . , -·-- . . ...... ·----..,..,-.," ·'--
FORMAT-(/97 X, •·r IME =•,Fg.1,• SEC•t - · .. 
PRINT 400i«C«N,1>,N=1,NNJ 
FORMAT(10Fiie4t 
DO 18 L=i,750 
TIME=TI~E•OT 
J= 1 
·• ,; 
. --- ·--.':"'~. . --- .. _ . . .. STABILITY RATIOS ARE CALCULATED IN EACH PHASE, 
ACCORDING TO EQUATION 1391 (SEE TEXT>. 
SRPH=OPH~or~««R=2)••2>1«E2«J»~~2) 
SRAL=DAL 0 ar~«IEN=RJ••2J/IIEL~E2(J)J••2} _ 
A MASS BALANCE AT THE INTERFACE IS CALCULATED TO FINO 
THE RATE OF INTERFACE MOVEMENT, ACCORDING TO EQUATION 
(36) CSEE TEXT» o - - .. - .. --;· .... _ . .._ __ ----. ... -
E2(J+1>=E2(Jt+«OTl«CPRPR~C?Rli 
1 •<DAL 0 (EN-RJ 9 C=CINR~2,J)+4•CtNR+1,JJ-3•CPRI 
2 /(2•«EL~E21JJll=OPH 0 iR-2)•(C(NR-2,Jl 
J -4•C«NR-1,J»+3~CPRPRll«2•E2«J)·)) · 
THE RATE OF INTERFACE MOVEMENT IS CAlCULAT_[Q! .. ·-·-·· ... 
DE R I V = < E 2 ·( J ~ 1 » -- E 2 ( J > i IO T 
THE EQUILIBRIUM INTERFACE CONCENTRATION rs FIXED IN 
ORDER TO CALCULATE THE CONCENTRATION GRADIENT IN THE 
PHOSPHIOEe 
C(NR,J»=CPRPR . 
THE CONCENTRATION GRADIENT IN THE PHOSPH_IO~ J~--------~ -~ CALCULATED. 
00 13 N=3,LR 
SN=N 
C(N,J+1)=C<N,J)+((SN-2>•or•(C(N+1,J)-C(N-1,J),•OERIVI 
1 IC2•E2(J)t+(OPH•((R-2,••2>•or•«ccN-1,Jt 
2 -2 4 CCN9J)+CIN+i9J)JI/IE21J)~~2» · 
. . . . . . ..... -----.. -- .. __ .... ·----... --.___ __ , ...... THE EQUILIBRIUM INTERFACE CONCENTRATION IS FIXED IN 
ORDER TO CALCULATE THE CONCENTRATION GRA0If_~J .lN __ THE 
HATRIX0 
C(NR9Ji=CPR 
THE CONCENTRATION GRADIENT IN THE MATRIX IS CALCULATED. 
00 14 N=KR,LN 
. -- -·· .. - -· - . 
SN·=N ... .. .. .,. ... ---· - -.. --- ··- - ~-- ·- ..... ~. 
C ( N, J+1 > =C ( N, J) + ( (EN-SN) •or• (C ( N+i, J) -c CN-1.,Jtt •o_ERJY J . 
1 /(2•<EL-E2(J))J+{OAl•<tEN-R)~•2t•or•,c(N-1,Jt 
2 . -2•c < N, J) '¥-Cf N+ 1, Jl »»I H El =E2 «JD) JtJ.~tL _ .. ____ _ 
THE END POINTS ARE CALCULATED SEPARATELY TO INSURE 
ZERO HASS TRANSFER AT THE BOUNDARIESo 
. . . .. . . . . . ' ·--· .. ·--~ ·--... ,_____ ---· C<2,J+1)=C«2~Jlt«DPHo««R=2Jo 0 2»~2v«C(3 9 JJ-C(2,JtJ•OT) 
1 . / ( E2 « J_) 1'~2» .. . __ ... ---------------·· __ 
C(NN,J+1t=C(NN,J)+(OAL•ttEN-R)••2,•or•2•(C(NN-1,J) 
1 -C ( NN, J)) t / ( ( EL' -EZ ( J)) ••2t . . _ _ __ , ________ _ 
• 
. •,Q -- .: 
•... :..:. . 
:.· ( 
If. 
.. ' 
,:,,., . 
·°' 
.:_..,.... . ... . 
. . ' ,• ~ . -:: 
H=L/150 
HH:M•150 
., 
-132- - --'-~ .. 
IF(HH.EO.L)GO TO 15 
. .. . .. ., ... - ... 
.. . . .. -- GO TO 16 ~ 
15 PRINT 500,L,TIHE,SRPH,SRAL 
,--
,· 
.. • . - "' 
.:- ::--·. 
t- --·.· 
500 FORHAT(/,I6,1X,•TIHE-=•,Fq.1,• SEC•,1ox, -·-··--- ------.- --· 
600 
16 
C 
C 
C 
17 
18 
1 •PH STABILITY RATIO =•,F&.3Y10X, 
2 •MATRIX STABILITY RATIO =•,F6.3) 
PRINT 4009«C«N,J+1J,N=1,NN) 
PRINT 600g£2(J+11 
FORHAT(F'i5e4i 
CONTINUE 
---- . --· -·· - -.... -.---~ .;,_ -: ~ 
----·.:,-, 
THE NEW INTERFACE POSITION ANO-CONC~NTRATION PROFILES ARE ESTABL·ISHEO AS THE OLD ONES, ANO A NEW ITt~AffbN IS SlARTEOc 
E2(JD=E2«J+1l 
DO 17 N=1,NN 
CfN,J):C(N,J+1t 
CONTINUE 
STOP 
ENO 
\-· 
·.\. 
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